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College May Drop Education Dept
Bv Charles Soicer
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Drew Hyland, Educational Policy
Committee chairman, said the
Committee may drop the education
department
from
Trinity's
curriculum.
The Educational Policy Committee is
reassessing Trinity's need of its Education
department, and considering the possibility
of dropping the department altogether,
according to Drew Hyland, chairman of the
Committee.
The basic problem, said Hyland, was
economic. He said that, at a time when
financial considerations forced Trinity to
freeze the size of its faculty, the Education
department required too many members.
To meet ever changing state accreditation
standards, Hyland explained, "the
education department has to expand."
Every time the state requires new courses,
the education department must hire new

m
professors, hemsaid.
Because the department can never, be
sure of what new requirements the state will
impose next year, he said, the college could
never know when it was going to need to hire
more Education faculty in order to maintain
accreditation.
Another problem with the state course
requirements, Hyland said, is that they are
often "incommensurate with courses that a
liberal arts college wants to give. There are
courses in the Education department that
are manifestly important, such as
"Sociology of Education;" while others,
such as "Teaching Methods of High School
english," which would not be offered at
Trinity except for accreditation."
Hyland indicated that, as the value of such
courses to the Trinity student was being
questioned, and as the continued operation
of an accredited Education department
necessitated courses of questionable value
while causing faculty cuts in other departments, the question of the value of the
department itself has been raised.
Hyland said that another point of consideration was that Education majors, due
to the saturated state of the market for
teachers, were having trouble finding jobs
after graduating, another point against the
viability Of maintaining an Education
department.
Hyland did say, though, that a strong point
in favor of keeping the Education department was "the importance of having high
school teachers trained in good liberal arts
schools."
Richard K. Morris, chairman of the
Education department, defended his
department's importance by pointing out
the value of accreditation. "A student
certified in Connnecticut," he said, "has the
advantages of reciprocity with 24 other
states." Morris also pointed out that Trinity
has graduates doing well in education today.

SEC Decreases
Membership To 18
The membership on the Student
Executive Committee (SEC) dropped from
34 to 18 members, according to Tony Piccirillo, '75, chairman of the SEC. "We feel
the remaining members are more seriously
interested in the affairs of the SEC," he
added.
Piccirillo said the current members of the
SEC are Peter Basch, '74, Steve Batson, '77,
David Bornh, '74, Jeffry Clark, '75, Sheila
Driscoll, '76, Mark Feathers, '74, Philip
Hewett, '77, Yutaka ishizaka, '77, Arlene
Kanter, '76, Steven dayman, '77, Paula
Klein, '77, Mark Kuprerberg, '77, Lindsay
Mann, '76, Gary Morgans, '75, Steve
Newsome, '74, Tony Piccirillo, '75, Gordon
Smith, '76, and Sam Thayer, '77.
The SEC approved an amendment to its
constitution which m.'>rle membership of the
SEC optional to all members of Student
Faculty committees, said Piccirillo. 14
members of the SEC resigned from the SEC,
he explained.
Piccirillo said the members who resigned
were Paul Acampora, '74, Rebecca Adams,
'74, David Barthwell, '74, Francisco Borges,
'74, Susan Crimmins, '75, Rebecca Dunn,
'76, Eric Gibson, '76, Charles Gooley, '75, •
Robin Landy, '75, Susan Lewis, '76, Cris.tina
Medina, '74, Glenn Preminger, '74, Scott
Smith, '75, and Stow Walker, '75,
The SEC also approved a second amendment to its constitution which revoked the
membership of any member who did not
attend three or more meetings during any
semester, said Piccirillo. Henry Copeland,
'75, and Jeff Sands, '77, forfeited their
membership because they missed the first
three meetings of this semester, he added.
Piccirillo said the SEC was looking for a
solution to the disinterest of many of its
members. He explained some members
thought it was an extreme solution to the

problem. However, he said most member's
felt the situation necessitated the SEC's
action.
The next meeting of the SEC is Tuesday,
March 12, at 6:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge,
said Piccirillo. Anyone who is interested is
urged to attend the meeting, he added.
The SEC is working on the publication of
the' student course evaluation of last
semester's courses, according to Gary
Morgans, '75, a member of the SEC. Anyone
who is interested in assisting the SEC should
contact him at 522-0082, he added.
Morgans said this semester's evaluation
will be an improvement over last semester's
publication.
The SEC also distributed a short
questionnaire to all members of the faculty
to obtain basic information about each
course which the professor taught last
semester, said Morgans. Only 90 of the 130.of
the faculty had returned the questionnaire
by last Friday, he added.
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Morris maintained that Trinity is in a
better position than most to train qualified
educators. "Trinity," Morris said, "has
been in existence for 25 years. It is one of
the oldest departments at the college." The
Education department chairman also
pointed out that other institutions are
coming back to teacher preparation. He
cited Wesleyan, Vassar, Dartmouth, and
Yale as examples.
In response to the general complaint that
the job market is saturated with teachers.
Morris said" this is exactly the time you need
a quality program. There is definitely room
for replacement due to retirement, death,
maternity leave. New people must be highly
qualified."
Morris said he was irritated because the
Committee did not officially notify him of
their re-evaluation. He said he found out

I called this
about it at a faculty meeting. He
"not a very good procedure." He also emphasized the danger of, this type of sudden
re-evaluation to other departments.
Hyland said, "The Education department
has now been formally notified," of the reevaluation. He realized that it "is the
opinion of Professor Morris that he was not
notified early enough."
Morris stressed that the education
department is the most constantly
evaluated department at Trinity. He noted
that on February 4 the State of Connecticut
finished an evaluation of the department
and the report, according to the evaluator,
was "very favorable."
If the state board approves the report the
department would be approved for another 5
years, he said.
,

College Buys
Apartment House
By Arthur Johnson

vnoto DV David Duennebier

/// Cresent Apts.
Trinity has purchased an apartment
complex at 111 Crescent Street for student
housing, according to Del Shilkret, dean for
student services.
Next year, he said, "there will be a gain of
thirty-five more spaces on campus, as well
as a few more singles and cooking units."
The four-story building, located between
194 and 216 New Britain Avenue, which
Trinity students occupy, is equipped with
elevators, full-size stoves' and refrigerators,
unlike the New Britain apartments, said
Shilkret.
Instead of entering a living room as in
New Britain, the Crescent Apartments have
hallway entrances, in addition to carpeting
and wallpaper, Shilkret said. There is increased closet space, plus washers and
dryers located in the building, he added.

Shilkret said ill Crescent contains 14
triples consisting of one bedroom, one fourman suite consisting of two bedrooms, and
thirteen "efficiencies" which are doubles,
making a total of 28 apartments.
Crescent, he said, is also equipped with
security speakers to the front door, instead
of the buzzers found in New Britain. Purchased February 1, 1974, Crescent will be
ready for occupancy on September l, 1974,
he said.
Shilkret emphasized the acquisition of the
apartment building cost less per student
than building a new dorm. He noted Current
building costs are so high a new dorm would
cost an estimated $16,000 per bed.
"The cost'of Crescent," Shilkret added, .
"is well under that. This way, no housing
debt is created which would have to be paid
by students. Besides being an economical
move, Crescent will cater to the needs of
students who desire apartments, but find it
difficult to obtain short term leases."
Shilkret hopes to make diagrams of the
apartments available as well as setting up
model apartments in time for the housing
lottery.
For the benefit of present freshmen
baffled by the impending housing lottery,
Shilkret offered a few details concerning
room selection, A student's lottery number
is based on his present address, type of room
(single-double), and his class. Rising
seniors (present juniors) receive priority,
followed by rising juniors,, etc. For doubles
or triples, the students involved average
their numbers into one number. The lottery
is used to assign all housing except singles.
Because there are .so many questions
concerning the lottery, there will be open
meetings to handle any questions on April 9,
at 4:00 p.m., and April 16, at 7:00 p.m.,
locations to be posted, he said.

A.V. wants to expand their facilities, see pg. 3
Reviewer calls "Rimers of Eldritch"
imaginative, see pg. 5
Cheek explains why Black colleges should be
saved, see pg. 9
Summer recreation program offers summer
jobs, see pg. 10
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Students Enjoy Semester Abroad

By Peter Luria
Several Trinity students spent the
Christmas term of the 1973-74 school year
studying abroad. Their experiences ranged
from studying classical literature and art
history to observing techniques for the care
of mentally retarded and emotionally
disturbed children.
Although some of the students lived in
dormitories, many of them lived with
families, enabling them to experience firsthand the social and cultural milieu of their
host countries. Almost all of the students felt
their experiences were worthwhile and
enjoyable.
'
.
Wisconsin's "Semester
in Europe"
Holly Robinson, '75, spent the Christmas
semester of 1973-74 with the University of
Wisconsin "Semester in Europe". She
travelled with a group of twenty-four other
students through Holland, Sweden, and
• Denmark. Her primary field of study was
special education. She observed schools and
facilities for the care of mentally retarded,
emotionally disturbed, and physically
handicapped children.
In each country, the group which Robinson
was in had a chance to listen to lectures
from guest speakers about the political
systems and special education systems of
the host country, Of particular interest in
the lectures was the material dealing with
specific physical and mental health
programs in a given country, she said.
The group lived in hotels or youth hostels
and spent four to five weeks studying at
each location. Robinson said that she liked
Holland the best of all the countries she
visited, because it was the first stop on her
trip, and since fall had just arrived, the
country was particularly beautiful. The city
in which the University of Wisconsin group
stayed, Arnheim, was relatively small and
very congenial, she said.
She had a strong feeling of having been in
an "optimal learning situation" after her
open semester." Robinson said she meant
that in addition to taking special courses
from professors in subjects such as behavior
modification arid psychological treatment of
the problem child, the students actually
dealt with the emotionally disturbed and
mentally retarded on a person-to-person
basis in the schools and institutions which

studied Hebrew language and literature,
social institutions, the kibbutzim communal
living situations, the problem of immigrant
absorption, and the Arab community.
In addition, Foreman and her group of
thirty-seven made field trips to various
archeological sites throughout Israel. Many
times professors and archeologists travelled
with the group on its field trips. The trips
were planned so that the group could see
most of Israel, Foreman said.
In addition to attending regular lectures
given by professors from local colleges and
universities, supplemental lectures were
given by outside experts twice weekly on
any given field. Foreman said one of her
most interesting courses concerned political
institutions of Israel, taught by the chairman of the political science department at
the University of Tel Aviv.
In addition to her courses in Hebrew
language and literature and Israeli social
and political institutions, Foreman chose to
study Israeli foreign policy in a course
called Israel in its Mid-Bast setting. The
group lived with Israeli families in the
neighborhood of the Jacob Hiatt Institute.
Foreman said that during the Arab-Israeli
war, the students agreed that simply sitting
passively through classes at a time of crisis
was inappropriate. She said,many students
decided to take volunteer jobs such as
working on a kibbutz, or in the Central Post
Office in Jerusalem, or as Foreman did, in a
soldiers' canteen.
The director of the program also believed
that direct participation in Israeli life
through these volunteer jobs was a valuable
learning experience, in that it would provide
students with direct contact with Israeli
institutions and people, Foreman said.
In the travel part of the program,
Foreman worked on a kibbutz for a period of
two weeks and spent a week in an archeological dig at Akko, an ancient sea port.
In addition to the regular lecture course of
study, all the participants in the Brandeis
program had social action projects which
were carried out throughout the term.
Foreman's project was to tutor recent
.immigrants from Argentina in English?
Some other students worked in a hospital, an
Arab playground and' an immigrant absorption center. Foreman also worked in a

Rand Foreman 77 said that during the
Arab-Israel War many students decided to
take volunteer jobs . . . on a kibbutz . . .
and in a soldier's canteen.
they visited, The course of study was thus
dircctiy concerned with people and became
-more than a classroom exercise, Robinson

day-care school in the Negev.
Center for Classical
Studies in Rome
said,
. " ••
Patrica Ciaccio, '75, spent the Christmas
Robinson added the academic education Semester of 1973-4 at the Interciollegiate
she received became most meaningful when Center for Classical Studies in Rome, as a
it was made directly applicable to people. participant the Stanford University
She stated this experience would help her Program, The program, although strongly
make future career plans,
.oriented towards classics, she said, also had
Jacob Institute of
recently added a course in art history to the
Brandeis University
curriculum,
in Jerusalem
Ciaccio noted one of the main attractions
Rand Foreman, '77, lived and studied in of. the program was being in Rome itself.
Jerusalem, and travelled through Israel,
In addition to studying in Rome, the group
while attending the Jacob Hiatt Institute of also travelled through Southern Italy and
Brandeis University in Jerusalem. She Sicily. Ciaccio studied Greek, Latin, Roman

History, and Italian Art and Archeology. To
supplement the classroom study, there were
field trips every week to an archeological
site in Rome itself, Ciaccio said. She added
the trips were educationally very important,
since Rome possesses a wealth of archeological ruins.
Although Ciaccio said the teaching at
Rome did not match that of Trinity in
quality, she said the opportunity of being in
Rome, the center of classical civilization,
more than compensated for it.
Ciaccio said she liked the people on the
program and believed that success of an

Toulouse, France
Donna Dolin, '75, spent her semester
overseas at the Dartmouth Program in
Toulouse, France. The teachers showed
considerable interest in the students' work
Dolin said. She was one of a group of fifteen
students, most of them from Dartmouth
She said she enjoyed being with a small
group, since this enabled her to get to know
the people in the program quite well.
Dolin studied Modern French History, the
writings of Albert Camus, journalism in
France, and stylistics. She said however,
one of the problems with the program was

Donna Dolin, 75, said she enjoyed being
with a small group since this enabled her
to get to know the people in the
(Darthmouth Program in France).
overseas study program depends largely on
getting together a group of people who get
along well with each other. She added that
any classics major who has the opportunity
to take a semester off should try studying in
Rome.
Dartmouth Program in

that the students did not know before
arriving in France what courses they were
to take.
The students lived and boarded with
families, thus putting the student in a
position where he or she had to speak
French, Dolin said.

400 Thinkers Vie For Positions
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Professor Richard Lee will aid the philosophy department in choosing applicants for the two open positions.
teach at Trinity next year, said DeLong.
In a recent interview, Howard DeLong,
Because of the exceptionally large
chairman of the Philosophy department
number of applicants, DeLong said that
stated that the philosophy department
the Philosophy Department could afford
has received in excess of 400 applications
to 'pick the most qualified professors to
for two job openings in philosophy here at
fill the two available positions. "Whoever
Trinity.
gets the job will be top-flight," comFilling in the gap when Susan Stafford
mented DeLong.
leaves her part-time job in the departDeLong said the job market for
ment will be the two teachers chosen by
Professor DeLong and his colleagues.
professional philosophers is very low.
The philosophy department is looking'
There is approximately one job opening
for philosophers preferably with an
for every fifty philosophers seeking
emphasis in Oriental philosophy and/or
employment. In a recent bulletin
the Intercultural area. Their course load
published by the American Philological
will be split between philosophy, UrbanAssociation,
undergraduate
and
Environmental Studies and the Ingraduate students were discouraged
tercultural program, said DeLong.
from continuing in philosophy in an effort
As of last Friday, no answers had been
to relieve the already-gutted job market
^received from those applicants invited to
situation. ,
.
—•*

munity Involvement Notices
At this point in the semester, many of you
may be planning to take an open semester
during the coming year 74/75. In trying to
reach a decision on what you are planning to
do, please contact us at the Office of Community Affairs. We have a very healthy list
of internships, some of them might be very
useful to your interest. ;
In the meantime, follow this column and
notify us if one of these opportunities interests you. Terri Collado can be called at527-9828, or she may be found in the Community Services Center, Seabury 8 on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30 to 1:30
p.m., extension 298. Willie Smith's phone
number is 1524-0157 and Ivan A. Backer is
available Monday thru Friday in McCook
Math-Physics Center, Room 326, Extension
310.
,
1. Niles Mouse -Niles House is a group
home for women, ages 18 to 30, who have
experienced an emotional disturbance. In
the house, they receive rehabilitation
assistance in job placement, education,
counseling, recreation and health services.
This is a short-term residential program
and at present there are nine residents in the

house.
,
The residents of Niles House would enjoy
some male companionship by college
students and volunteers could have rap
sessions, go to the Niles House for dinner,
play chess or bridge or other such activities.
For more information or to make
arrangements, please contact the House
Coordinator, Sandi Johnson, 21 Niles Street,
telephone 247-4756.
2. American Cancer Society - Each year
in April, the American Cancer Society has a
major fund-raising drive "toi-sustain i,ts
operation for the next year. Solicitations are
made in various, ways and some literally by
nickels and dimes. The Society needs help in
distributing their plastic coin boxes to
restaurants, stores, and other commercial
establishments. This is a short-term project.
If you can offer a few hours a week from now
til spring vacation to distribute these coin
boxes in Hartford, it would be a real service
to the American Cancer Society.
For more information or to make
a r r a n g e m e n t s , contact Mr. Charles
Spielman, American Cancer Society, 5272121.

3. A youth center working with about 100
kids, thirteen to eighteen years old, mainly
Puerto Rican, could use the help of college
students in running this recreation drop-in
center. It is open from 4:00 to 10:00 p.m.
every night, Monday through Friday. A
special need is to do tutoring on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
The program is administered by Center City
Churches and is located in the basement of
Central Baptist Church,
For more information contact: Pearl
Granat, Assistant Director, 232-4780 - before
4:00 p.m.; 527-5437 - after 4:00 p.m.
4. The Department of Environmental
Protection is seeking volunteer drivers with
cars to assist in a study to take place on one
day only - Sunday, March 10, 1974.
This experiment is designed to calibrate a
model for the carbon monoxide levels due to
idling lines of traffic, four assistance will
facilitate the implementation of a
regulatory system to control the carbon
monoxide in Connecticut's air.
To volunteer, or if you have any questions
concerning the test, they may be clarified by
contacting either Joseph Heifer, Air

Pollution Control Engineer or W i j
Turetsky, Senior Air Pollution Control
Engineer at 566-2690.
u
4. St. Michael's Tutoring Center needs
volunteers for its evening program of individualized tutoring in math, reading,
writing, Spanish and English. Monday ana
Tuesday evenings, 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. are
devoted to tutoring.
For more information contact: Jerry
Harrison, Director or Sister Assissi 522-0277.
5. Special Learning Center-Wethersfield's two junior high schools have special
learning centers for students who arcs noi
making it" in their regular classes. These
centers are semi-contained although inej
are located in the main school buildings,
centers concentrate on counseling, ""or
and advocacy for students with prowemsiu
coping with school work. College students
would help in all aspects of the work with tne
students. A minimum of eight hoursi per
week is requested to be effective. For more
information, contact: Hank BurdicJ,
Wethersfield Program Coordinator,
8611, extension 304.
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A.V. Wants To Expand Facilities
By Sam Thayer

Due to expanded use of its facilities in
various aspects of teaching the Audio-Visual
(AV) department needs to move into a
location with more room, according to John
Monaccio, AV director.
Monaccio said the logical place for the AV
facilities, now located in McCook 123, would
be as a special wing of the library. He said

lab, only far greater m scope, said
Monaccio. This would be a facility with
single and group carrels equipped with
television viewing machines as well as other
types of AV presentation equipment, he
added, in which a student could then use the
laboratory to supplement class lectures
either by assignment or for review.

Monaccio, "is that good AV presentations
were never meant to and never could
replace the teacher, they only increase and
improve his teaching ability."
Even at the present, AV performs a
complex service, said Monaccio. According
to him, AV has two basic functions:
production and presentation. "Production is
simply anything that AV puts together for
anybody, from tapes to photographic work
to graphic design, while presentation means
that AV will show anything a professor
wants presented." he noted.
Monaccio added that AV supplies any
necessary equipment to the teacher, and if
there is the need, it will also provide trained
technicians to operate the equipment.
Hackett explained, "AV presents a
definite wav for the professor to give his

assistants, Robert Fratini, '74, and Janet
Stahl, '75, cited other advantages of AV. For
example, AV service is useful in recording
infrequent but important lectures and expensive and troublesome experiments or
situations of class value which cannot be
presented live in class, they said.
They added AV equipment can be used by
the teacher to present another point of view,
or as a means of self-evaluation. Thus, AV
presents a way for the teacher to aid his
students. Hackett stressed AV is here, "an
aid for support of professors, rather than a
replacement."
Monaccio noted many of the faculty are
beginning to be aware of the opportunities
available to them at the AV department.
73% of the faculty did use the AV services
during the first semester; of these, less than

A-V student assistants Karen Blakeslee, Janet Stahl, and Robert Fratini
discuss film-loading technicalities.

Accompanying this Lab, continued
while the school evaluates expanding the
library, it will also consider the feasibility of Monaccio, would be the "software" library,
adding space for an AV center in con- which would be part of the College Library,
which would include all types of learning
junction with this.
Though the new AV center is still several materials which are not printed (Videotape,
steps removed from becoming a reality, audio tape, slides, etc.), said Monaccio.
Ralph Arcari, Chief of Readers' Services,
Monaccio and the other AV staffers, who are
student assistants, have definite reasons for said he agreed that '"...the optimal situation
would allow the library to become a total
such a facility.
According to Candace Hackett, '74, information center, whether the information
student assistant to Manaccio, such an is on the printed page or celluloid film."
addition would not only allow for improved Several faculty members have also exproduction facilities, such as a television pressed a strong desire to see the library
studio, but would also include a large cen- include such AV resources.
tral distribution center for classrooms all
An idea closer to being implemented, said
over the campus. The AV center would then Monaccio, is the concept of the "total AV
be able to "send out" electronically a classroom," a classroom in which audiotelevision tape or an audio tape to a visual equipment (projectors, sound
classroom without having physically to equipment, etc.) would be permanently
transport the equipment,, she said.
installed. There is already one such
"With the tremendous demand for classroom in McCook, which, according to
television viewing on campus at the present Monaccio, is being used mostly for teacher
time, the AV staff is not able to serve evaluation and as an AV demonstration
everyone, because of the time involved in room.
planning the moving of equipment from, for
Monaccio said he would like to convert
example, a class in Life Science Center to a several classrooms around campus to AV
class in Seabury in ten minutes. Central equipment simplified sufficiently so that
distribution would also cut down on wear any professor could easily understand its
and tear on delicate equipment from operation. He said he wants to get
transportation," said Karen Blakeslee, '76, professors together by department and
another student assistant.
explain to them how AV can aid them in
Included in the library wing would be a their teaching.
"Something to remember, stressed
learning laboratory, similar to a language

This is the control panel in the A-V pilot room (McCook 225).

class more variety and efficiency. AV helps
to give a further picture of what is being
taught; more complete illustration of just
how easy it would be for all of them to incorporate instructional media into their
courses."
Hackett continued, "I wish more of the
faculty would realize that AV teaching aids
are almost universally beneficial. I'd like to
see them translate their awe into more
creative energy for using these devices
themselves."
Hackett and two other AV student

half used the AV aids extensively, he continued. Even so, 556 presentation requests
and 119 production requests were completed
by the AV department in the 13 weeks of the
first semester, he said. This is a dramatic
increase from previous years, he added.
Facts recently released by the Tecnifax
Corp. of Holyoke, Mass. would seem to
support Fratini's assertions. Its research
has found that three days after exposure to a
subject, the student will remember 10% if
listening alone has been used, 20% if visual
aids alone were used and 65% if listening
and these visuals were combined.

Socks and Nixon

Streaker Interrupts Flash Gordon
The unidentified student said the appearance of a mask behind the bathroom
door sent her back into the lobby "scared
with fright." The man ran out of the
bathroom right behind her and ran into the
theater, she said. "I was in shock and did not
see the rest," she added
Morgans said the streaker ran, in the buff,
down the left aisle, across the front of the
theatre, and out the emergency exit door.
He was never seen again, said Morgans....
The streaker was completely paked, save
two locations, said Morgans. "Most
prominent was the visage of Nixon which
the streaker wore," he said. He also wore
socks and shoes, Morgans added.
Morgans said he "categorically denied
any knowledge of the identity of the
streaker." He said any rumors to the contrary were "inoperative."
,
A young man streaked through Cinestudio
during last Saturday night's horror flick,
according to Gary Morgans, '75, chairman
of Horror Flick Lovers Unite (HorFLU).
Many students at. the horror flick saw the
streaker, but no one was able to identify
him, said Steven Barkan, '73.
A female student, who asked to remain
unidentified, said she met the streaker in the

ladie"s room in the lobby behind the theater.
She said she entered the bathroom near the
end of the "Flash Gordon" serial. The
streaker was leaving the bathroom at the
same time, she added.
The female student said a young male,
who she concluded was an accomplice of the
streaker, warned her not to enter the
bathroom. However, she said she did not
heed his warning.

Gordon Smity, '76, a member of HorFLU
issued the following statement concerning
the incident: "Despite the fact that I was not
in attendance at the horror flick in question
after having previously attended 12 consecutive horror flicks, I wish to put to rest,
for once and for all, any and all allegations
that I was the streaker. Frankly, I just don't
have the balls."
The unidentified female student described
the streaker as "young, fairly small, petite,

about five feet and seven inches tall, and
pretty thin, but not skinny." She also said he
was "white, definitely male, with pretty fair
skin." She added that she thought he had
brown hair.
However, Barkan said the streaker had
black hair. -He said he thought he saw two
people run across the front of the theater in
front of the movie screen. He added that one
of the streakers was not completely in the
Buff. However, Barkan said no one else saw
two streakers.
Morgans said "streakers make a
significant statement about horror
flickery^" He said he felt "streaking
definitely enhanced the viewers' appreciation of the horror flick."
There have been other instances of
streaking at the College, according to
William Matthews* '76. Matthews said a
group, whom he thought were students,
assembled outside of Northam last Friday
night around 10:30.
Matthews said the "six to eight naked
screaming flashes sprinted to the Bishop
Brownell statue and then dashed back to
Northam. He said the streakers did not
receive the attention which they were
seeking.
Matthews said he thought streakers
should streak during daylight hours "so that
we can see them."
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[Black Colleges...

from pg. 10
'have no interest whatsoever in learning
the formula.
And finally we as Black educators and
as Black leaders must of necessity test the
proposition that significant financial
support cannot be derived from the Black
community, including families, churches,
fraternal and social organizations and our
Black businesses. Black Americans have a
consumer wealth that exceeds the consumer wealth of the entire nation of
Canada. If billions are being spent in
consumerism, cannot millions be spent in
the education of our young? I believe we
can and I am convinced we must.
The plea that we make on behalf of
our institutions is a plea made on behalf
of our people and on behalf of our
country.
I know there are some who firmly
believe that there is no hope in this
society for people of African descent, but
speaking for myself alone, I cannot give
up the struggle to make our nation do
what is morally right. Our people have
given too much for too long for our
generation of Black Americans to abdicate our duty. This nation belongs to
Black Americans just as much as it
belongs to white Americans. For let us
not forget that our fathers and our
brothers have answered every call to bear
arms in defense of liberties we never had.
The bodies of Black men are buried in the
soil around the globe as witness and
testimony to preserving a democracy we
have never enjoyed. Our parents have

to come, we have an obligation as a body
etc. That kind of-labeling and definition
of educational leaders to realize that
oC our advocacy only serves to divide us
efforts to divide us will be substantially
and to divert our attention from the
increased. Therefore, we must begin to
fundamental questions that are inherent
dismiss the distinction between public
in the debate about the presence of Black
and private, large and small, so-called elite
people in a society dominated by whites.
or prestigious and ordinary; all of us are
As long ago as 1919, DuBois addressed
in the same boat sailing on the same sea
this question and wrote these words:
and we can effectively defend and pro"Here then we face the curious
mote our cause by being collectively
paradox and we remember contradicting facts. Unless we fought segregation united rather than by acting independently, divided one by one.
with determination, our whole race
Pressing issues require no less of us.
would have been pushed into an ill
We must demand an unequivocal and
lighted, unpaved, unsewered Ghetto. .
clear response from the national govern. . Unless we had'built great church
ment through HEW that it is npt the view
organizations and manned our own
of the national government that our
Southern schools, we would be shepinstitutions are segregated and segregating
herdless sheep. ..
institutions, but institutions open to all
It has always been my contention that
students. And, moreover, that the Federal
it is right, appropriate and necessary in a
Government must use its current legal
nation whose composition is made up of
power to force states to deal not only
ethnic minorities, that Black Americans
with current support needs but to also
are obligated to celebrate, honor and take
address the problem of the deficiencies
pride in their own traditions, heritage,
created by years of neglect and deprivahistory, organizations and institutions.
tion. Let us insist that the Federal GovAll ethnic groups exercise that right and
ernment recognize our institutions as a
privilege free from scorn, ridicule or
national resource requiring a national
attack, except the ethnic group which
response of great magnitude.
descended from African foreparents.
In view of the fact that this year
And part of the reason for this is the
thousands of Black students are not in
continuing idea that to be Black in any
college because of reduced financial aid,
form or character is to be inherently;
we must raise the question if this is
intrinsically and generically inferior..,
another approach or method being used
Those of us who are charged with the
to reduce the Black college enrollment.
leadership of our institutions during this
And we must not be content with an
critical period must be willing to do a
equivocable response.
number of things, only a few of which I
And let us as Presidents make clear
can mention here:
that we do not regard the increased
federal financial support of the 1960's as
We must develop or energize vehicles
sufficient to compensate for the ten
for utilizing our own intellectual and
decades of neglect and indifference and
leadership resources to plan and direct
that a few more dollars in a few more
the future educational development of
programs is an adequate discharge of
our people and to determine the costs
federal responsibility for which we should
and design the necessary program directions. In other words, we must set the , be grateful.
And we should reject the popular
agenda and make clear that this is a
legend that Black college presidents have
prerogative we are unwilling to have
mastered the art of making "brick withusurped by others...
out straw." Let us make clear to everybody that our generation of leaders simGiven the magnitude of the crisis we
ply do not know how to do that and we
face and its implications for generations

FIRST-RUN FILMS

By Jay James
enjoy self-abuse of the digestive tract. One
great thing.about the Olympia is that they
ha vea couple of pinball machines in the main
dining room which can amuse you while you
wait for your repast.
One of the greatest shocks of my four
years at Trinity (besides getting my first
semester freshman grades) came when I
pulled into Makris Diner on the Berlin
Turnpike at 3:30 in the morning. I walked in
to find myself at the end of a fifteen minute
line for tables. Unfortunately, they don't
accept reservations at that hour and so one
has no recourse but to wait patiently.
The menu at Makris is quite extensive,and we heartily recommend any of the
omelets or other egg dishes. Far and away
the most popular "entree" at Makris is their
famous "Bunny-Burger," which is served
with French Fries (1.35). It consists of a
fairly big hamburger on top of which rests a
bacon, tomato and lettuce combination.
One thing about Makris is that you will
find that your first impressions of the
waitresses are that they are crude, rude,
disgusting and ugly. After a number of trips
there you will learn that they are just ugly...
For the best all-night eaterie in Hartford we
recommend Makris Diner- but don't tell
them I sent you.

[Going- Out Guide

AMERICAN GRAFFITI-Study of early
sixties' youth in which four high school
buddies have a night of celebration before
departure for college. High critical acclaim.
(Showcase Cinemas)
CINDERELLA LIBERTY-Marsha Mason
and James Caan star as prostitute and
sailor, respectively, involved in an unusual
love affair. This one won modest approval.
(Cinema City)
DAY FOR "NIGHT-A film by Francois
Truffaut about the process of making a
movie and the characters involved. The
reviewers turned cartwheels. (Showcase
Cinemas)
THE DAY OF THE DOLPHIN-George C.
Scott talks to porpoises in Mike Nichols'
interpretation of "Flipper". Mixed critical
reaction. (Burnside, E. Htfd,, Mall Cinema,
Blopmfield)
THE EXORCIST-Highly popular tale of the
demonic possession of a 12-year-old girl
which necessitates the summoning of an
exorcist. Critics ratings ranged from
"masterpiece" to "utter garbage."
(Showcase Cinemas)
FANTASIA—The classic Walt Disney head
film. (Cinema City)
Theatre Arts- Trinity Theatre Arts
presents Lanford Wilson's drama, The
Rimers of Eldritch under David Eliet's
direction, This Thursday through Saturday
at 8:15 in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center.
OFF CAMPUS—
Drama- Yale Repertory Theatre presents
premieres of Sam Shepard's Geography of a
Horse Dreamer and Adrienne Kennedy's An
Evening With Dead Essex, opening this
Friday to play in the rotating repertory
series with Terence McNally's comedy The
Tubs. Call 562-9953 for ticket information.
Hartford Stage Company performs
Joseph Kesselring's 1941 farce, Arsenic and
Old Lace through March 17. For reservations, phone 525-4258.
Long Wharf Theatre, New Haven stages
Anton Chekhov's classic The Seagull
" through March 29. Phone 1-787-4282 for information.

1

ON CAMPUS—
Cinestudio- Tonight: Cul de Sac (7:30);
Triple Echo (9:30) Wednesday through
Saturday: Where's Poppa? (7:30); Electra
Glide in Blue (9:30).
Postludes present John Powell on the_
organ, Wednesday at 10 PM in the chapelT
Admission free.

From left to right, Steve Garner,
Andy Williams, Joe Kluger and Jim
Finkelstein, perform their acclaimed
barbershop quartet routine.

(Reprinted from Balsa Reports, Winter Quarterly, 1974,
Ptis. 15, 17, 19, 20)

Hartford's

Dining Out
"ALL NIGHT EATERIES"
Dobb's House- 239 Washington St.
Olympia Pizza- 401 Capital Ave.
Makris Diner- Berlin Turnpike
There comes a. time in every Trinity
student's career when he or she gets a
terminal case of the "super-munchies," or
more technically "cannibas-overdosas." If
he has a car, or knows how to hot-wire one
he will inevitably head to one of the several
all-night restaurants in Hartford. Three of
the,closest, and hence most popular are
Dobb's House, Olympia Pizza Palace and
Makris Diner. Each of these establishments
has its own fanatical supporters who would
rather die than eat elsewhere. We will try to
objectively discuss their relative merits.
My first experience Freshman year with
Dobb's House was a memoriable one. After
a particularly unsuccessful and unsatisfying
"roadie" to Mount Holyoke, we rolled down
1-91 with visions of Dobb's "steakburgers"
dancing in our heads. After that night I
learned what not to order at Dobb's House Avoid at all costs the steaks or other
"dinners" Do order a hamburger or steakburger. Also, always be sure to include a
side order of home fries, as they are noted
for being the roost excellent potatoes north
of Atlantic City.
There are times when one's desire for an
"oven-hot" grinder or pizza is so overwhelming that it becomes unbearable. When
this frenzied feeling overcomes you in the
wee hours of the morning, head down by the
. Capitol to Olympia Pizza Palace, I'm not
really sure, but I think that the pizzas there
are excellent - at least they always seem to
be... At that time of night anything that is
hot, red and covered with cheese isclassified as delicious pizza in my book. The
subs are good and are moderaiely priced. I
would avoid the spaghetti dinners unless you

begged on bended knee to be accorded
the most elementary rights of human
beings. In the past, many of our leaders
have laughed when they . were not
humored and have scratched where they
did not itch. They have shuffled their feet
when they were not nervous and have
bowed their heads when they were not
engaged in prayer.
We have peacefully assembled and
petitioned for the redress of grievances.
We have sat in, slept in, stood in, studied
in, prayed in. We have waged our struggle
nonviolently in the spirit of love, appealed to the fundamental morality of
the nation, and the nation's conscience.
The response has been bloodied heads
and broken limbs; bombed churches and
burned homes; assassinated leaders and
murdered followers; broken spirits and
crippled hopes,
But despite all of this — which is a part
of our past experience — the struggle
continues and the problem lingers on.
We have, turned our attention and ,
focused our gaze on the right issues: the
survival of our institutions, And in doing
so, we recall the words of Epictetus,
himself a former slave, who in observing
the society of ancient Greece wrote:
Man has decided that only free men
shall be educated; but God has decreed
that only the educates shall be truly
free.,

Comedy team Edmunds and Curley
served as emcees for last Saturday's
Trinity first annual Talent Show.

McQ~John Wayne in a violent retread of
"Magnum Force", which in turn is a violent
retread of "Dirty Harry". General consensus seemed to be that as a detective,
Wayne makes a great cowboy. (Paris
Cinema, Wethersfield)
SERPICO--A1 Pacino is at his best as an
honest New York City cop who is helpless
against the rampant corruption of his fellow
officers, Critical accolades. (Showcase
Cinemas)
SLEEPER--Woody Allen, wrapped in
aluminum foil, is discovered alive with a
sense of humor intact by inhabitants of the
22nd century. The critics overpraised this
one as it proves to be ultimately unsatisfying, (Showcase Cinemas)
THE STING-Paul Newman and Robert
Redford play a pair of confidence men out to
swindle big-time hustlter Robert Shaw, An
entertaining picture with a good ragtime
score that is far from memorable, (Elm, W.
' Hartford)
'
•
SUMMER WISHES, WINTER DREAMS-Joanne Woodward is in her usual excellent
form in a small tale of a woman undergoing
middle-age crisis. Martin Balsam plays her
husband, A thoughtful, intelligent movie.
(Cinema City)
Films- Wadsworth Atheneum continues
its John Ford retrospective. Admission is
$1.00 per film.
Thursday: Stagecoach (7:30); The Last
Hurrah (9:30).
Friday: Stagecoach (7:30); The Man Who
Shot Liberty Valance (9:30).
Exhibits:
GUHam/Edwards/Williams:
Extensions, an exhibition of recent and new
works by three contemporary artists will be
held at the Wadsworth Atheneum through
March 17.
Music- Ian Lloyd and Stories give two
concerts this Saturday at the American
Shakespeare Festival Theatre in Stratford,
Conn, Call (203) 375-4457 for ticket information.
The Hartt Brass Choir will give its
premiere performance at Hartt College ot
Music, University of Hartford, Wednesday
at 8.
Hartt Symphonic Wind Ensemble performs this Thursday at UHart.

Mike Chearneyi and Caroline
Hoskins boogie in the aisles to the
delight of an enraptured SRO audience.
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Bright and Imaginative
Rimers of Eldritch" Staged
II

By Tom McDonald
If there is a grain of creativity extant in
contemporary American theater, it is not to
be found in the limp-wristed comedies or
prepubescent musical fantasies which
populate the rapidly yellowing Great White
Way. Rather, it is to be found in such out-ofthe-way places as the Cafe LaMama and St.
Clement's Theater. Here one is able to find
signs of life: energy and experimentation
are at a premium. Recognizing the vitality
of the Off-Broadway scene, the Trinity
Theater Arts Department has chosen as its
current production Lanford Wilson's The
Rimers of Eldritch.
It is difficult to write about a Wilson play
simply because one cannot go the way of all
critics and fill up two paragraphs with a plot
summary. Mr. Wilson, damn him, is fully
aware of the fact that if drama is in any way
to approximate "real life," it cannot be
dissected into such simple and linear
categories as "act," "scene," "conflict,"
and "climax." He recognizes that time is
not a constant quantity: some moments
seem to drag on like old farmer's yarns
while others explode with a crash. In The
Rimers of Eldritch, time becomes the
rhythm by which life alternately limps and
dances along. Indeed, the small midwestern
town of Eldritch seems somehow to be
frozen in the rime of the past. The majority
of its residents simply become whores to the
hoarfrost; however, a certain few, who
value their emotions and desires, attempt to
escape from the existential, chill which
surrounds them.
It became evident to me Friday night that
David Eliet had gotten to the heart of The
Rimers: his direction displayed a masterful
handling of a most difficult script. In

tackling this work, Mr. Eliet was confronted
with two obstinate problems* The first
concerned the length of the play: how was
an audience's interest to be sustained for
well over two hours? The second concerned
the script itself: what was to be done with
dialogue and action too enigmatic to contain
sure-fire laughs and gasps? Mr. Eliet
overcame these obstacles by intelligent use
of character and rhythm. His direction
facilitated a sense of character development
which permitted each of his actors to
establish a strong rapport with the audience
but which at no time sank to the level of
stereotypic predictability. Furthermore,
because of his remarkable sense of
dramatic rhythm, he was able to. guide the
play smoothly through a series of abrupt
stops, starts, and pauses: likewise, he was
able to infuse these various segments with
Photo by Jodv Scala
humor and pathos in a manner which did not
Brian McEleney as a drifter attempts to pick up proprietress, Ann Con very,
force audience reaction. For my own part, I
after their first meeting.
was very much relieved to be part of an
audience which was conceived of as being
more than a collective guffaw or sigh.
action reeling. Finally Leslie Ann Eliet's
Please go see The Rimers of Eldritch this
Mr. Eliet received able assistance on all costume design was informal yet in- weekend. All the people involved in the
fronts. The technical work was highly telligent: the costumes of Mary Winrod and production have given of themselves
commendable. Cyndi Hawkins' set design Skelly Manor were particularly noteworthy. tremendously. Judging from the opening
The acting was, on the whole, excellent. It night crowd, however, Trinity people are not
was, as usual, superb. Its dingy colors, its
decadent construction conveyed a sense of was evident from the outset that the play willing to return the favor. Perhaps in this
the claustrophobic barrenness of life in contained no prima donnas. No doubt a long haven of the self-proclaimed artist, we can
Eldritch. Special mention should be made of series of excruciating rehearsals had knit all learn something from watching true
Dodd Latimer's arrangement of the the performers closely together: all who artistic creativity in action.
automobile: sitting squat in the middle of appeared on stage displayed a feeling of
the stage, this junkheap provided a central teamwork, of group pride. Such artistic
focus for all action. Furthermore, John communality was quite refreshing. Rather
Woolley's lighting direction was effective in than playing strictly to the audience, the
enhancing and underscoring the varying actors responded to one another; in this way
moods and movements of the play: even the most unexpected of opening night
imaginative use of lights kept the collage of storms were weathered. Though I am loathe
to mention some members of the cast
without mentioning all, lack of space forces
me to do so. Jim Pratzton was superb as
Shelly Manor: he handled his lengthy
soliloquoy with great vitality and emotional
control. Brian McEleney's Walter and Ann
Convery's Cora showed remarkable taste
and finesse: their interactions were
magnificently low-keyed and witty. Tucker
Ewing's portrayal of the aging Mary Winrod
displayed a wonderful blend of pathos and
good humor. Finally, Mercy Cook was quite
snotty enough as the stuck-up small-town
girl, Patsy. To the rest, of the cast, my
compliments and apologies for not being
able to use'your names.

Photo by Jody Scala

Anne Scurria physically abuses her eighty year-old mother, Tucker Ewing,
in a quarrel.
.

Trinity Talent
Unleashed on Stage

By David Seltzer
An SRO crowd filled the Washington
Room Saturday night to watch the first
annual Trinity Talent Show. The three hour
marathon was emceed by the comedy team
Edmunds and Curley, who offered a series
of original sketches ;anging from "In the
Womb" to "Speed T.: :J" in between talent
acts.
The program was an unusual combination
of the most endearing qualities of "Ted
Mack's Amateur Hour" and "Can You Top
This?", with an electronic, clapometer
measuring audience reaction to each
entry. Although the acts were eclectic, each
fit into one of three major groupings.
The first category were the largely
humorous entries. The evening began with
The Barbershop Quartet performing our
favorites from the Gay Nineties. Clearly,
the only thing lacking from this polished
performance was the Gillette "Foamy."
Messrs. Taussig and Norden played a
medley of piano-fourhands pieces, to the
obvious delight of the audience. Although
not technically flawless (one discerned a
curious diminished 7th in "The Godfather,") the duo nonetheless displayed a
high degree of showmanship in their
selection (as the beer-jingle medley attested.)
Another light-hearted endeavor was a 50's
dance by Mike Chearneyi and Carolyn
Hoskins, straight out of Dick Clark's
American Bandstand.

The last entry of this nature was a series of
(Thankfully) short pieces performed by The
Polish Sole Review. The songs were drawn
from the vast repertoire of compositions
scored for piano, mandolin, and tuba, with
tap-dancing obligato (as performed by
Libby Barringer.) Here the key to success
was not so much bravura as brevity.
The second major category of entries was
those of a more serious nature, mostly
folksy.
' ' ' .
Nickelodeon, who have recently appeared
in the Cave, played and sang several tunes,
including "Summertime," and "Tennessee
Stud", and called upon the virtuosity of
fiddler Peter Garnick for a lively jig.
Soloist Chuck Ericson sang and played
several acoustical guitar songs, including a
heretofore unrecorded Neil Young selection.
The last of the folk music acts was Steve
Greeley'st who sang two of his own songs
and accompanied himself on the piano. The
appreciative response he received seemed
to indicate that the audience felt he was the
most talented.
For a chance of pace a group of five
musicians called the "Shoo-do-dooby for
Lunch Bunch" played free-form jazz. They
sounded better than their name, (an
achievement of no vast endeavor,) but their
modern jazz seemed uncomfortable within
the formal confines of the Washington
Room, As one astute listener next to me
observed, "This music is great if you're
getting laid, but otherwise..."

oy Jody scam

Susan Egbert, left, and Amy Schewel, right, as two town gossips stare out
over their territory to"see what new dirt is brewing.
The only modern dance entry of the
evening was Karen Mapp's, a creative interpretation of the "Shaft" theme, and very
popular with the audience.
.
I save for last two acts which appeared out
of context with the tenor of the evening's
other performances. One was a rather
forceful statement by the Upward Bound
Group called "Exercises," whose antagonistic message and lack of showmanship made it inappropriate for a talent show
of this nature. The other act was "Uncle
Sam's Magic Show," a heavy-handed satire
f?) of the Nixon administration. The
"Magic" show's spectacular lack of stage ,
presence was matched only by a similar
level of cleverness. It was about as subtle as
a trainwreck. As most of us realize, it is
difficult to make fun of something which is
already a parody of itself. Still, in the interests of economy, their "disappearing
milk act" might be of some value to Saga
foods, In another setting, either of these two
acts might've been more appropriate.
At the end of the evening, the ratings were
determined for each group on the
clapometer. From a seat in the center, it
seemed that audiophonic legerdemain
distorted the results, on a machine about as
sensitive to impulse variations as the

Cloret's Onion Breath-o-meter.
The results were:
1 - Polish Sole Review
2 -- Karen Mapp
3> Steve Greeley
The program might have benefitted by a
more discriminating audition procedure and
a faster pace, but for almost three hours of
brilliant Edmunds and Curley routines and
several outstanding performances, one
must admit he got his fifty cents' worth.
David Seltzer
The TRIPOD is published weekly on Tuesdays
during the academic year except vacations by the
students of Trinity College. The newspaper is written
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form of
censorships! all is exerted on the contents or style of
any issue. The TRIPOD is printed by The Stafford
PreSs, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 04074,
by photo-offset. Student subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee; others are $10.00 per year.
Second class postage is paid at Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Act of March 3, 187?. Advertising rates are
Sl.BO per column inch; (115 per page, $58 per half-page,
Deadline for advertisements, as well as all announcements, letters, and articles, is 10 a.m. the
Sunday preceding publication. Copy considered objectionable by the editorial board will not be accepted.
Announcements and news releases from the College
and surrounding community are printed at the
discretion of the editor.
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editorial
Save Black Colleges
"Today, I would say... to the nation at large: It is upon
the education of America's Black people that the fate of this
nation depends."
' "If social justice means equity and parity in access to all
of the opportunities, rewards, benefits, and powers of the
American society... then this year the number of Black
students enrolled in higher education would be approximately one million!"
"We must demand an unequivocal and clear response
from the national government through HEW that it is not
the view of the national government that our institutions
are segregated and segregating institutions, but institutions open to all students."
"We have turned our gaze on the right issues: the survival of our institutions. And in doing so, we recall the
words of Epictetus, himself a former slave who in observing the society of ancient Greece wrote:

(The following are excerpts from an article, which Dr.
James E. Cheek, president of Howard University, wrote in
the magazine entitled, "Balsa Reports." The TRIPOD has
reprinted the article on page nine and urges our readers to
examine it in its entirety.)
"The task Black colleges and universities were founded
to accomplish remains an unfinished task primarily
because the promise for which this nation was created to
keep remains an unfilled promise."
"There are forces now adrift in the currents of this
society that have as their ultimate objective the
destruction of institutions of higher learning that have as
their special and primary mission the education of Black
Americans and of other Black peoples."
"It was American racism that made it necessary for our
institutions to be established, and it is the continued
existence of this racism... that makes it necessary for
them to be preserved, perpetuated, and protected."

"Man has decided that only free men shall be educated; but
God has decreed that only the educates shall be truly free."
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'hose-job'

demanding. While parents and the college situation. This plea is not for an "easier"
clamor for a certain level of excellence, a time at Trinity, but merely for a thoughtful
To the Editor:
student placed in the woeful position of investigation by students, faculty, and
Over Open Period I was visiting a friend taking five full credits must lessen the load administration of the present problem.
at Brown University, and after finding out with the pass-fail option. This situation is the Fewer credits would not. lessen the
he is only taking three courses this biggest waste of time, money, and energy in academic integrity of Trinity, rather it
semester, I was astonished to hear that the school. To say a pass-fail course gets would enhance the quality of the courses
Brown, an Ivy League school with excellent less attention is ludicrous- it gets almost nil. offered and the work of students. Such a
credentials, requires only 28 credits for It is a shame that a student's and professor's move, I feel, would be a shrewd and
graduation. This fact .merely reaffirms my time is wasted along with the resulting in- beneficial reapportionment of useful time
indignation concerning Trinity's curriculum curred costs to parents and the college, and money.
and its infamous 36 credit "hose-job." notwithstanding the detrimental effects a
Sincerely,
Granted, Williams and other selective number of P-F credits have on the record of
Peter
A.
Mindnich
liberal arts colleges maintain similar someone seeking admission to grad school.
standards, the fact remains that a 4 1/2-5
Furthermore, since college should allow
course load is too much in college.
free time for other pursuits, and an in depth
Trinity tries to maintain academic ex- concentration in one's major in the form of
cellence and professors attempt to make the thesis, independent study, and To the Editor;
I wish to put an end to the malicious
courses challenging and interesting. The colloquium, the present course load
requirements of a good course should be severely - restricts such a favorable rumors which the press has been circulating
about my recent nocturnal adventures. To

'rumors'

make things perfectly clear, I was not the
streaker at the Horror Flick last Saturday
night. My wife, Pat, and I spent a peacetui
night at the White House watching the late
news
I have never been to Trinity College
during my entire political career, Furthermore, I would never want to go there,
I also want to deny any prior knowledge o
the intentions of the Horror Flick streaker, i
have no knowledge of his identity and I nave
not been a participant in any attempts w
cover up his identity.
„
,
Name Withheld by Request
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Runwis^preading that the
Department may soon be comp
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comment
If Dogs Run Free

The Exorcist On A Streak
The Exorcist has two new clients.
Larry Libidos friends, parents, and
teachers considered him quasi-normal until
he was seen streaking past a glass-bottomed
boat in the Everglades. Since then, he
contorts each night and goes streaking off
into the night in pursuit of the full moon.
The Exorcist was called in when Larry's
parents found the unclad youth stuck in a
revolving door.
The Exorcist decided to ascertain the
nature of the possession before driving out
the demon.
"You feel the urge to streak?" he
demanded.
"Yes," Larry admitted. "I can be lying in
my bed on a Sunday morning, watching
reruns of 'Bewitched' ("Ah ha!" says the
Exorcist in an aside) when I feel warm and

glowy all over, peel down, and just want to
Larry looked sheepish. "Can't you at least organizing pay-offs were illegal activities?"
run to cool myself off."
say one incantation for my money's worth?" demanded the Exorcist.
"Oh, so you're on a hot streak," said the
"alright, alright..." said the Exorcist.
"Look, Doc," said the former aide,
Exorcist.
"Streak be meak, Streak be weak, Streak "possession is nine-tenths of the law."
"I guess so," the youth said. "What can I give way, you lousy freak, Go away, Go
"I don't know that you are possessed,"
do?"
said the Exorcist, "and I sure don't know
today, don't come back another day."
"Do you have the capacity to hear my
"Gee, Doc, that was great," said Larry. what I can do to help you".
voice?" asked the Exorcist.
"Well, I do," said the politico. "You and I
"Next."
"Of course, dunderhead, I've been talking
The next client came in. Formerly the are now in a privileged situation. Anything
to you for the past forty-minutes."
White House chief of staff, the patient, which has ever passed between us is
"Forty-minutes already?" asked the whose name has been withheld, had recently privilege. For all the world will even know, I
exorcist, glancing at his watch. "Well, I fallen on hard times, being accused of many am possessed. What's more, I have ordered
guess your time is up. My secretary will illegal acts connected with the cover-up of a wiretap on your phone. Now before they
send you the bill in the morning."
can subpoena any of my telephone concriminal election activities.
versations, I can argue that they were
"But, sir," exclaimed Larry, "you can't
"The Devil made me do it," he exclaimed employing illegal wiretaps. What do you
just throw, me out".
upon
entering.
think of that?"
"Well, just don't get into any telephone
"Didn't you know that shredding files,
booths. You might hurt yourself," com"Devilishly clever," said the Exorcist.
ordering people to keep silent, and "My habit goes off to you."
mented the exorcist.

From The Inside

Why Have A Trinity College?
By President Theodore D. Lockwood
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD is beginning
a series of columns, written by the faculty
and administration* The following column,
written by President Theodore D. Lockwood
is the first of the series.)
Why haveaTrinity College? What purposes
should undergraduate education at Trinity
fulfill? Each of us should have some answer.
I grew up in the Great Depression and
entered college during World War II. When
as veterans we returned to the campus after
the war, we believed that a college
education would enhance pur chances for a
worthwhile, white-collar job and, less explicitly, prepare us for leadership in a
democracy trying to improve the chances
for lasting peace. Were those goals sufficient?
Will the reasons you came to Trinity
remain persuasive next year? It troubles
me that no one-even a veteran of higher
education-has a very good answer. We have
many opinions; we convey them to you in
speeches and in writing. But do they respond
to the questions you have on your mind?
Whatever the response, we need to take a
hard look at the fundamental justification
for liberal learning at Trinity and
elsewhere. We may all agree that the
college degree should stand for rigorous
intellectual activity, that it should help us to
understand our cultural inheritance, and
that it should prepare us to lead productive

lives as citizens. Yet these are proximate
goals. I for one am persuaded that undergraduate studies should amount to
something more than a congenial swimming
around of faculty and students in an
exhilirating pool for a few years.
I have tried, in exasperatingly general
terms, to suggest that the question of values
should be central to all that we do at Trinity
College. Upon hearing this assertion, few
choose to object; it sounds as unassailable as
motherhood. However, many with whom I
have talked more specifically about the .
possible implementation of this "core of
conviction" wonder if this statement is not
just another example of redolent catalog
prose issued as a salve for our postWatergate consciences. Therefore, let me
speak personally.

All of us make choices, not because we
have that freedom, but because we cannot
avoid making decisions. Survival is not
enough; life achieves its dignity and
significance because we have reached some
judgments about what it .means to be
human.
Can undergraduate education do anything i
to help us make better judgments? In an
admittedly imprecise way, I think it can. I
am more certain in believing that it should.
In keeping with our academic traditions, we
I have always been troubled by T. S. should consciously expose the issues before
Eliot's epigram:
mankind. After all, is it not possible for
courses in any academic discipline to reflect
"This is the way the world ends,
our concerns for knowing how these inNot with a bang but a whimper."
tellectual refinements bear upon the
The possibility of a nuclear holocaust makes decisions we must make as individuals? If
the phrase even more poignant. I much the argument is valid, that means, for
prefer Dylan Thomas' admonition not to go example, using literature to raise the
into that last goodnight gently. I prefer to problems of existence, not simply the
hope that we will try more valiantly than to. author's technique. To teach Hesse as a
take a last swing with our tennis shoes on, so literary adaptation of the sonata to the novel
is not enough: he was trying to find the
as not to disturb the surface.

the editor
somewhat dismal description of the
"ubiquitous bummers", that have been
staining the ways of your otherwise
prestigious institution, gave me a tickle of
pleasure and only a slight twitch of remorse.
True, my situation here in Spain is lacking
very little if anything, but there is yet
another side to this sunny Iberian tale to be
told. You must ask, where would our immortal generals be without their legions of
''faceless foot-soldiers?''.. .And I!.. .where .
would I be without the exam-cramming,
highrise-climbing, cave-dwelling members
of Trinity College.
Now, please don't misconstrue my analogy •
good friend, because our respective
situations only serve to elevate both
separately, and therefore, each individually
hinges on the other. I too have had reason to
be dreary of late. Why just this past
weekend I was charged 75 pesetas for a tuna
and pepper bocadillo. This might grudgingly
be compared tp a $3.00 slap in the face for
one of your renowned "tuna bosom barges
To
at ABC's pizzaria. Well, it was obvious I
the editor:
could accept this. So, I shuffled to my
°ear Baudelaire,
\ reply in a state of elation to your Feb. 5, feet, gave the camarero my Spanish version
inpod piece entitled "The Fruits Of of EGAD!!!...HOLYCOW!! and told him
^eisure," which is mere proof of your that I refused to pay such an outrageous
literary potency.
price. "Who do think I am, a rich
snnf s?m?om o n c e said, "the only joy to the American?" I said. He answered in a dry
monotonous voice, "quite obviously you
hnr V " uaYen i s t h e s i 6 h t of t n o s e b e i n g
burnt m hell." I m u s t admit that you? are; because surely a Spaniard never wears

abolished. The argument seems to be that it
is a weak departme'ii with few majors.
Therefore, rather tMu spend money to
strengthen it, we should remove it for more
positions in other departments or increased
faculty salaries.
I object to this on three grounds. First,
there are, countless non-Education majors
who have profitted from taking Education
courses. Non-majors have rights also.
Second, it seems as the Trinity degree
becomes more expensive, Trinity offers
fewer means to a post graduation job. We're
telling people to spend a huge sum to come
here, and only then worry about certification. Third, I believe this is a
dangerous trend that could lead to the death
of other weak departments. I hope other
students will fight this decision before its too
late.
Scott Hayim,'75

'affection'

I like to think that we can regain a sensitivity to the values that give to life its
significance. To me that means something
not floating in the weightless air of abstraction but rooted "in the living, impermanent, and imperfect tissue of human
experience." (O.D. Hardison) It means
making a humane social and physical environment for individuals.

meaning of life. It means using aesthetic
standards in art to oblige each student to
arrive at a standard. It means discussing
the relevance of the psychological explanation of human behavior. It means
using history, as we learn the facts, to
delineate the dilemmas of political decisionmaking.
In short, it means understanding the
values according to which we are going to
live our lives. Is there a more important
educational task?
If such be the case, then I sense that we
should regard our experience at Trinity as
having an integrity ofits own, not simply a
preparation for medical school, graduate
study, sophisticated conversation, or job
security. I am excrutiatingly tired of the
comparative argument; namely, that
Wesamwil College has either more or less
courses or is more or less successful in
placing candidates in graduate schools. The
argument that counts is whether Wesamwil
or Haryaieton helped me understand myself
and the world more intelligently, more
sensitively than; might otherwise have been
the case. Our goal at Trinity ought to be to
instill that sensitivity to the individual and
to life that alone can help us to understand
what it means to be human.
I began this article with questions. I hope
others will respond. I also hope that you will
say to us, as did the students of Paris: "Be
realistic. Demand the impossible."

Has the TCB forgotten that it was, the •
different colored socks, his zipper is rarely
down to where yours is and he will always "People" who made Adolph Hitler ruler of
take the added precaution of picking the the Germanies? That it was the "People" .
worms from his bocadillo before inhaling it who supported the terrorist activities
like any ordinary slob might. I set 100 against black people in the South a few
pesetas on the table and waddled out while years ago? And, yes, it was even the
"People" who chose the Electoral College
zipping myself up.
:' •
So you see all things really are relative, which named Mr. Nixon our President.
The saying that "democracy" is the worst
and I am sure we wouldn't exchange places
for anything. For soon your roofs will be rid form of government has a lot of truth in it,
of winters dreary burden, my bocadillos when one considers what the "People" have
free from their morbid wormy bite and we done throughout the 4,000-odd years of
shall both be soaking in springs annual bliss. Western civilization.
Most Respectfully,
I must leave you now, Maria Carmen de
William T.Barrante'68.
Barcelona calls. I sign off in debt to you for
what you dp and where you are,, and you to
me for where I am and what I do. Let us
always keep this paradoxical distance, but
please let us always bridge it with our in- To the Editor:
Today witnesses Hartford's Democratic
finite affection.
With all hopes and love, Town Committee elections. The town
JEMMY committees nominate all candidates for all
Name Withheld by Request elections. They will pick the 1974
Democratic candidate for governor, and the
Connecticut delegates to the Democratic
National Convention.
'
, .
In 1972, 5 leading McGovern supports in
To the editor:
Hartford were elected to Town Committee;
It is interesting-and
somewhat we would like to get them re-elected.
distressing-that the Trinity Coalition of
So I appeal for volunteers today to help
Blacks, which was organized while I was a these candidates (John Murphy, et. al.) get
junior at the College, should throw around
the slogan "Power to the People!" as if that re-elected. Meet at Mather at 4 p.m.; we 11
work til 8 p.m.
Gary Morgans
were something we should all strive for.

'election'

'people'
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more comments
Biannual Rituals

A Plus Or A Minus?
By Charlie Moore
On returning to Trinity after Christmas , or a cufflink. I was wearing my lucky hiking
vacation I journeyed to the post office. I was boots.
After 15 years under constant evaluation
motivated by a desire to see if the gods were
pleased with my performance during the in academia, I have reached the conclusion
first semester. Upon arrival at the boxes, I that grades are both unpredictable and
saw that the bi-annual rituals were in arbitrary. This is especially true in the case
of a plus or a minus.
progress.
I've often wondered what inspires a
There I witnessed some students making professor to tag on AI or A - after the letter,
religious gestures with their hands. Others Surely if you gave a set of papers to two
mumbled inaudibly to themselves before different teachers they would respond with
opening the box which encased the most different symbols. This has been proven
pious of all academic icons: the grades. Still numerous times in the Boston area where
others carried good luck charms which there is a great market for term papers. It is
• ranged from the standard rabbits foot to common for a student who has turned in a '
more personal items such as a good luck belt paper that had already been used by another

student to get it back with a grade other than mood. Likewise a sexually frustrated
the paper's previous evaluation. The professor might utilize minus to alleviate his
epitome of this ludicrous situation is seen aggression.
when the same professor evaluates the
Who knows what forces motivate the
same paper he received years earlier only to instructor's
evaluations? If a student agrees
arrive at a different symbol.
with his teacher and smiles sweetly in his
Since it is impossible to specifically direction then perhaps a straight letter will
evaluate a paper on its merit, as indicated acquire a plus.
by the conflicting grades, what then
determines whether the professor should . Certainly a plus or a minus is more often
adorn a letter with a dash or a cross? Cer- the product of an emotional decision rather
tainly the time of night that the corrector than the outcome of a rational judgement.
checks the paper will be of influence. If it is The arbitrary nature of the plus and the
late at night, and if he is under considerable minus is just one of the many reasons why
pressure, then the instructor might respond they should be abandoned in favor of a
to the paper with marks that reflect his straight five letter (A,B,C,D,E) scale,

In The Public Interest
By Steve Wisensale,

The Created Crisis

Director of ConnPIRG
Anyone who has spent time waiting in his
or her car for gasoline is willing to admit
that there is such a thing as a "fuel shortage." The major question though is
whether or not the current energy crisis or,
more specifically, the shortage of oil, is for
real or is it simply a creation of the major oil
companies.

is growing so fast, and using up its currently
available resources even faster." And so
we're told to cooperate and conserve as
much fuel as possible.

one hand while foreigners are being told to
consume fuel on the other. When asked why
Texaco was not urging customers in other
countries to conserve their use of gasoline
and oil, a senior executive of the company
While it is true that the United States is the replied, "The same shortages do not exist
world's largest single user of crude oil, the elsewhere."
major increase in demand has occurred in
The fact of the matter is that it's currently
Europe and Asia, not the United States. The far more profitable to sell oil and gasoline
As is usually the case when a problem demand for crude oil has increased 110% in abroad. According to Ralph Nader, the "oil
occurs because of poor industrial planning the United States over the last 20 years. In crisis" in the U.S. will disappear when the
and/or governmental bungling, the burden Japan, the demand has increased 2,567%. In price of gasoline reaches the vicinity of 70
West Germany, 1,597%, in Italy, 1,079%, and cents per gallon. Those advertisements
;>f responsibility is shifted to the shoulders of
•he individual consumer. According to a coinciding with those statistics, is an ad- which encourage us to conserve fuel will
Standard Oil Co. advertisement, "America vertising campaign being carried on also mysteriously disappear and, unhas a tremendous appetite, Not just for food, throughout foreign countries which actually fortunately, so will certain pollution conbut tor the natural resources that produce encourages the consumers there to pur- trols. Many Americans have already
energy, gas, and petroleum. And we're chase and use more oil products. Thus, reached the point where they no longer
running short of them, because the country Americans are being told to conserve fuel on question the price of gasoline but simply

wonder whether or not they will get any at
all. Such a defenseless position is exactly
what the oil companies are seeking when
they look down their noses at the lowly
consumer.
The point to be made is that we are at the
mercy of the oil companies and unless we
have access to the industry's facts and
figures as well as develop a national energy
policy, we will continue to stumble blindly in
the dark. The time is long past for
the creation of an efficient mass transit
system, thus decreasing the need for cars
and oil supplies in the first place. This
country wastes far too much energy as is
and to permit major oil companies to
maneuver without restriction, all in the
name of "free enterprise," is to spell
disaster for all of us.

A Mere Pipe Dream

Space Blue Cadet
By Tom Bray
As the late hours of Day One turned into
the early hours of Day Two, the Space Blue
Cadet was slowly drinking, smoking, and
otherwise consuming himself to oblivion.
The rain from the eyes of countless others
before him could have filled the
sacramental cup, but could not fill the
emptiness in his soul. His life was like a
rainbow, and the clothes he painted on
himself changed as the Elusive One slowly
came into his being.
Tortured nightmares of love were briefly
sustaining, but the new day dawned with a
fresh kick in the head. Breakfast was orange
juice and some fish that Don Juan had
caught the day before, skillfully prepared by
the sociological chef. Soon it was time for
the work to begin. The new workers were
arriving, and the Elusive One was beginning
the assignments for the day.

The Space Blue Cadet believed in the
Elusive One with a burning sensation that
would not die. The Elusive One gave him his
name and his reason for living.
"Your job for today," said the Elusive
One, "is to find the hammer,"
The Space Blue Cadet was slow to answer.
Was the Elusive One speaking in riddles to
confuse, or was s/he clearly pointing to the
physical? He looked for more clues from the
Elusive One, but none were immediately
forthcoming. And so, the search for the
hammer began in earnest.
The Sustainer approached the Space Blue
Cadet and offered a clue; a small piece of
paper with four numbers on it. "Go west,
young man," he added, "the essence of the
Elusive One will set you free.1' •

The Space Blue Cadet began to journey
westward. He could feel the force of Don
Juan's breakfast fish surging through his
brain. As he approached the rise, he reached
into his pocket for the Susjainers clue, but it
had disappeared mysteriously. Clearly the
search for the hammer was long and
toilsome.
As the day wore on, the emptiness of the
night before was replaced by a new sense of
well-being. The essence of the Elusive One,
powerful beyond compare, painted itself in
deep hues on his soul. By noon he had still
not found the hammer though, and so he
returned to the Elusive One,
.
"You have made a good try," said the
Elusive One. "Now I have a new task for you
for this afternoon. You must gather fuel for
the fire of your soul, so that Imay know that
you truly know me. For this task I will

UBLLO,

assign you an assistant,
who is the Sister of
(
Wine."
With his assistant and his new task, the
Space Blue Cadet settled into the afternoon
routine. Soon the two of them gathered
much fuel, and again the Space Blue Cadet
returned to the Elusive One.
"Another job, well done," s/he said, "and
now I have the final task for you today."
With that, s/he led him into the Initiation
Cell. Slowly the presence of the Elusive One
began to exert an irresistable force on the
Space Blue Cadet, and he reached out to
touch her. The texture of the essence was
like a fine wine, and as he drank of the
essence of the Elusive One he was set free.
"We are One," s/he intoned. "I am you
and you are me and we are both together.
Together they lived happily until their
souls separated.
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Admissions: The Larger Issue

The Political Education Committee of the
Trinity Coalition of Blacks has written a
number of articles in the Trinity TRIPOD
addressing the present situation of low
minority enrollment here at Trinity. Most of
these articles have been very frank and to
the point, focusing primarily on the situation
we as minority students face here at Trinity.
One point these articles have failed to express is the larger spectrum of social issues
and problems which low minority
enrollment here at Trinity reflects. Contrary to the belief of many students, faculty,
administrators, and trustees, there are
processes occuring outside the ivy walls of
Trinity which can be, and are, related to the
internal workings of this college. Simply
put, society affects Trinity, and Trinity
affects society. This point is especially true
if we are to view education as having certain
aspects of a socialization process.
In the next three articles to be published in

the TRIPOD, the Political Education
Committee intends to bring pertinent information of these outside processes to the
attention of the College. One key point we
are attempting to bring to clear view, is that
today, 1974, ten years since civil rights' bills
were passed in Congress, minority
Americans are faced with growing NOT
declining, unequal educational opportunities. Black students are faced today
with not only a decline in their numbers at
white institutions such as Trinity, but are
also faced with the 'phasing out' of Black
institutions of higher education, the topic of
today's article.
We are having the following article
published in this weefa's TRIPOD to give
students, faculty, trustees, and administrators a better understanding of the
processes we being minority students face.
In combating the decline in the number of
minority students here at Trinity, we are not

merely calling for an increase in "quantity"
or 'numbers,' but are in essence fighting a
general process occuring throughout
society. We are fighting a culmination of
social forces which are destroying our opportunities and the opportunities of our
younger brothers and sisters, to gain a
higher education.
We believe this article fay Dr. James E.
Cheek, President of Howard University in
Washington, D.C. should be read carefully.
Even though Dr. Cheek addresses the issue
of the 'phasing out' of Black Colleges, there
is a pertinence of this article to the Trinity
community, and the issue of increased
minority enrollment here. This articie
possesses substantial information on the
'outside' world. It points a condemning
finger at institutions iifee Trinity, who have,
since 'civi! rights' legislation, made 'feeble'
moves in the area of 'equal' education. This
articie points out a great deal of statistical

information that clearly indicates the great
social gap in the area of 'equal' education
which exists today. We believe the article
brings two points to bear on'the reader; one
is that white institutions are not contributing
substantially to equal education. That Black
institutions, which are few in number when
compared to white institutions STILL
(meaning this was their purpose during
segregation) carry the burden. And
secondly the article brings out and defines
the dismal prospects and circumstances
which Black high school, and college undergraduates, face presently and will face
in the future given present trends.
We hope that everyone reads this article
and seriously considers the points Dr. Cheek
makes on the trend to 'phase out' Black
colleges. The articles we are printing in this
paper are not based on 'rhetoric', but are
based on the reality we as minority students
LIVE!
Power to the People

Should Our Black Colleges Be Saved?
By Dr. James E. Cheek President, Howard University
created; and that is the issue of the
Institutions serving primarily Black
survival of our institutions. There are
Americans were created in response to
forces now adrift in the currents of this
American white racism — a racism thorsociety that have as their ultimate objecoughly entrenched in the national mentive the destruction of institutions of
tality and social consciousness and
higher learning that have as their special
summed up in the words of Ghief Justice
and primary mission, the education of
Taney of the United States Supreme
Black Americans and of other Black
Court in the Dredd Scott decision: "that
peoples.
the Negro is so far inferior that he has no
rights that a white is bound to respect."
In the name of eliminating the "racial
Although more than a hundred years have
identity" of institutions of higher learnpassed since these words were spoken,
ing, and under the guise of "integrating"
this concept has lingered on and conAmerican
higher education, such forces
tinues to color and shape the contour and
advocate
that
those institutions with a
character of American economic, social,
predominantly Black student population
political and economic life for the more
be merged or consolidated with instituthan thirty million Black people who are
tions with a majority white student popuAmerican citizens.
' :'
lation, or that our colleges and univerDuring the institution of slavery and
sities lose their 'facial identity."
shortly after its abolition, the Black
There are a number of things that are
colleges and universities were created to
provide the opportunities for the develop- ' basically wrong with such advocacy.
First, America has not yet reached
ment of leadership and equally to serve as
that level of maturity and racial unconinstruments for the liberation of a people
sciousness that allows anything to lose
who were subjected to a "bondage of the
"racial identity." Where colleges and
flesh" and who continued to be subjected
universities are involved, such institutions
to a "bondage of the spirit."
would simply change their racial identity,
But our institutions were also founded
not lose it. To state the issue another
to help this nation fulfill its promise as
way, institutions now serving primarily
one nation, under God, indivisible, with
Black students would become institutions
liberty and justice for all. The task Black
serving primarily white students with a
colleges and universities were founded to
small minority of Black students. Black
accomplish remains an unfinished task
students, already grossly under-repreprimarily because the promise for which
sented in the college and university poputhis nation was created to keep remains
lation would be even more underan unfilfilled promise;
represented. In short, Black students of
The problem of the "color line" that
college age would be "shut out" and
DuBois predicted would be the*problem
"pushed out" of the higher educational
of the twentieth century has passed
system just as they have been pushed or
through successive stages of definition
shoved out of the lower educational
from an "American Problem" at the
system during the past eighteen years.
beginning of this century, to an "AmeriSecondly, our institutions have never
can Dilemma" in the 1940's, to an
claimed a "racial identity" as such. To be
"American Crisis" in the 1970's. But it is
sure we may have an ethnic identification
not recognized as a crisis.
and surely we possess distinctive cultural
Our nation and our people have been
features. But we are not racial in the
lulled into apathy and indifference about
sense of espousing a philosophy or advoracism and its consequences by the widecating an ideology that excludes any
ly circulated reports that during the
person from membership and partici1960's we have made such tremendous
pation in our institutional life — from the
progress toward changing the nature and
Board of Trustees to the student body.
condition of life for Black Americans that
We do have a special mission and a special
we can> be at peace, extend congratulapurpose which we are still called upon to
tions to ourselves and stand up and cheer.
continue to pursue.
From the "benign neglect" of Moynihan,
AMERICAN RACISM
we are likely now to have a "malignant
neglect" from the work of" Wattenberg
It was American racism that made it
and Scammon. I do not deny that some
necessary for our institutions to be estabthings have improved, but I do contend
lished, and it is the continued existence
that as long as there is any inequity and
of this racism — though less open and
disparity between Black and white in
now more subtle — that makes it ne.cesfamily income, educational opportunity
sary for them to be preserved, perpeand achievement, employment, housing,' tuated and protected.
election to public office at every level,
There are some people who have taken
and all other areas of American life, I am
issue with the theme: "Save the Black
not prepared to be at peace, extend
Colleges," and who have argued that what
congratulations or stand up and cheer.
we should be saying is "Support the
Black Colleges." It is the right of those
On the contrary, rather than finding
who see the problems facing our instituvery much about which to be satisfied, I
tions with a- different perspective to
find much about which I am deeply
express their own view.
concerned. I am troubled about the resurrection of the concept ot genetic intelBut I would argue, as I must and shall,
lectual inferiority and the ease with
that the issue of supporting Black colleges
which so-called liberal scholars in sup- has been an issue from the day they were
posedly liberal universities advance and
founded, for none of them has been
support this notion.
supported adequately on a par with the
support of white colleges. So support is
I am also concerned about the impact
not a new issue! But it is the survival of
that the thesis of Coleman and Jencks,
Black colleges that is the issue we now
concerning the relative importance of
confront and the best way to support
education to a people's upward mobility, something that one deems important and
is having not only in moulding public necessary to survive is to save it from
opinion but also in shaping national and
being destroyed or eliminated. For there
public policy.
will be nothing to support if what one
seeks to support, no longer exists.
But 1 am more deeply troubled by the
assault now being made upon the instituI am a firm believer in America betions of higher learning serving primarily
coming an "open society" and in the
"lack young men and women.
desegregation of every aspect of American
life, including education, but I conscienThose of us in Black institutions of
tiously cannot support a concept of
higher learning will face this year and in
"integration" that by definition and in its
the years immediately ahead one of the
pragmatic execution is an insidious permost serious issues we have faced since
petuation of the doctrine of white suinstitutions serving Black people were

premacy and that results in a diminution
of our people's access to be accorded
equity and parity.
When we raise the issue of the preservation of Black colleges and universities,
what we are really talking about is the
fundamental question of the present and
future discretion of educational opportunity for Black Americans, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
A century or more ago Disraeli, the
Prime Minister of England, said in an
address to Parliament; "Gentlemen, it is
upon the education of the nation's people
that the fate of the nation depends."
Today, I would say to this assembly and
to the nation at large: It is upon the
education of America's Black people that
the fate of this nation depends.
For I do not believe that this nation
can endure and survive as a free democratic society unless it pursues social
justice with relentless vigor and guards it
with external vigilance. And one of the
most strategic, most significant and most
effective instruments for the pursuit and
achievement of social justice is the instrument of higher education.
I have the same conviction as Horace
Mann who stated, "Education is the great
equalizer of the conditions of men; the
balance wrieel of the social machinery."
We could have^ equalized the conditions
of Black people and white people in this
society generations ago had there existed
in this society a genuine and unequivocal
commitment to equalizing educational
opportunity. And by educational opportunity, I do not mean simply equal access
to entry, but appropriate programs and
remedies to assure equal success in
successful performance.
Let us look at the past 108 years from
1865 onward when most of the institutions serving Black students were
founded. Socially, culturally, economically and politically, where would Black
people in the United States be today if
schools like Howard, Fisk, Tuskegee,
Atlanta, Hampton, Shaw, Talladega,
Morehouse, etc. had not been founded?
At the time of their creation, none of
these colleges or universities had broad
public support for their creation and
many faced firm and stern opposition.
But they have endured, and today still
graduate more Blacks than all of the
predominantly white institutions combined,
If social justice means equity and
parity in access to all of the opportunities,
rewards, benefits and powers of the
American society —and that is the test I
apply — then this year the number of
Black students enrolled in higher education would be approximately one million!
but last year it was not even a half
million. And of that number only about a
third were enrolled in programs leading to
a degree. Much of the celebrated progress
in increasing the level of Black college
enrollment has taken place in community
colleges with a large number of Black
students being placed in terminal programs not leading to a college degree, On
the basis of the fact that Black students
constituted 12 or more percent of the
college age population last year, equity
and parity — in my opinion -• would
demand that Black students be enrolled
in higher education in proportion to their
numbers in the college age population.
The situation is bad enough in the arqa of
undergraduate liberal arts education.
When we look at the picture in professional and graduate programs, it is 'a
dismal picture bordering on the criminal.
4.5 STUDENTS BLACK
According to the most recent information I have been able to obtain — the
1971-72 academic year — there were
73,676 students enrolled in medical

schools, of which
only 3,292 were Black
students (4.5ro). Equity would require
5,549 additional Black students in medicine, In dentistry the total enrollment
was 16,789, of which only 601 were
Black (S.eT), requiring an additional
1,413 Black students. Law schools nationwide had a total enrollment of
93,500 students, but only 3,732 Black
(3,9^), leaving a deficiency of 7,488.
That year there were 229,047 students
studying engineering but only 4,831
Black students (2.1%), a deficiency of
Black students numbering 22,654.
The best estimate on Black Ph.D.
students is they constitute about .8 of
one percent of all.Ph.D. candidates currently enrolled in American universities.
But we know for a fact that during the
period 1958-1970, American universities
produced 207,513 Ph.D.'s. Of that number, only approximately 2,200 were
Black. In terms of equity, during that
period, there should have been at lease
22,701 more Black Ph:D.'s.
These numbers represent the barest
minimum based upon a formula of 12%
Black enrollnent at all levels and in the
major professional area. But 121-simply
represents a formula for having equity
and parity now. In order to overcome the
deficits created by generations of excluding Blacks from higher education, there
are many who argue that the enrollment
level of Black young men and women
should reflect 25 or more percent.
And clearly in large urban areas, such
as Chicago, the percentage of Blacks
enrolled in colleges and universities in the
urban area should be as high as 50 or
more percent — based upon the numbers
of Black youth of college age living in
that city or region or state.
When one considers the magnitude of
the job that needs to be done by all
American higher education in equalizing
the educational opportunity for Black
young men and women, no rational person and certainly no concerned educator
would advocate or support any action
that is almost certain to result in a
decrease in higher educational opportunity for Black Americans.
But in addition to the quantitative
aspects of the higher education of Black
young men and women are also the
qualitative aspects that cannot be overlooked.
Why is it, one must ask, that Black
colleges have been and continue to
remain so -successful in educating Black
students and so many white colleges fail?
Certainly involved in the answer to this
question are factors of the absence of a
real commitment, and the existence of a
hostile environment. Almost forty years
ago, W. E. B. DuBois wrote:
"The proper education of any
people includes sympathetic touch between teacher and pupil; knowledge
on the part of the teacher, not simply
of the individual taught,, but of his
surroundings and background, and the
history of his class and group . . .
If this is true, and if we recognize
the present attitute of white Americans toward Black Americans, then
the Negro not only needs the vast
majority of these schools .. . but it is a
grave question if, in the near future, he
will not need more such schools, both
to take care of his-natural increases,
and to defend him against the growing
animosity of the whites. ..
If the American Negro really believed in himself; if he believed that
Negro teachers can educate children
according to the best standards of
modern training; if he believed that
Negro colleges "transmit and add to
science, as well as or belter than other
colleges, then he would bend his ener(continued on p. 10)
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announcements

Aetna

Recital

Personality

Jones

POSTLUDES presents John Powell in an
organ recital. March 6th. Admission is free in
the Chapel. 10 PM.

On Tuesday, March 5, at 7:30 In the Chapel,
Dr. John Donnelly, Psychlatrist-in-Chief of the
Institute of Living, will present an Open
Marketplace of Discussions on Personality.
Following Donnelly's introduction, ten or
twelve persons from different academic
disciplines will take up the discussion of
Personality, each treating the subject from the^
point of view of his respective discipline.

Adrian Jones, leader of the St. Petroc
Community, Portsmouth England, will be the
Chapel's guest for the College, March 1-8. His
three years' work among homeless and
destitute men has tested his beliefs about
religion,
community,
authority and
possessions. At age 22, he Inclines towards |azz,
travel, and the Society of Friends, and away
from money, pretense and dogmatism. Anyone
wishing to speak with Jones should contact the
Chapel office, Ext. 255.

Shabbat
This Friday night, Shabbat Services will be
held at 7:15 in the Hilfel House. A special
prayer for recovery of Purim hangovers will be
offered. Leftovers will solve the "Chalah,
chalah, who's got the challah" question. Be a
mench, join a minyan!

Purim

Hillel will sponsor a grande Purim party this
Thursday night at 10:00 In the Hillel House, at
30 Crescent St. There'll be Hamantashen, a
reading of the Megillah, and fulfillment of the
commandment to "drink until you don't know
the name of the hero from the villain." Join us I

Roots
Roots has moved I Please note our new
location: 108 High Street, Hartford, Connecticut 06103, Tel. 525-1131,

Project GOYA
Protect GOYA's second meeting will take
place on Friday, Mach 8, at 7 p.m. in McCook
32-4, Project GOYA welcomes participants and
interested students to this meeting.

[Black Colleges.

n

Interested in eating better...and cheaper?
The Stunted Growth Food Co-op was founded
last fall and is seeking to expand now that some
of the wrinkles have been ironed out. Fruits,
vegetables, eggs, dairy, and grains, fresh once
a week. For more information call Bill Ferns at
522-3002 or come to a meeting every Wednesday
at 7:30 m C-3, 194 N.B. Ave.

a

What he must remember is that there
gies, hot to escaping inescapable association with his own group, but to
is no magic, either in mixed schools or
seeing that this group had every opporin segregated schools,"
tunity for its best and highest developThose of us in higher education should
ment. . .
learn some lessons from what has hapI know that this article will forthpened in the education of Blacks during
with be interpreted . . . as a plea for
the past eighteen years:
segregated Negro schools and colleges.
A study released in July of this year,
It is not,..
under the auspices of the Southern Re. . . theoretically, the Negro needs
gional Council, the National Educationneither segregated schools nor mixed
Association and the National Urban
schools. What he needs is Education.
League, reported that southern Black

Summer Recreation Program
There will be opportunities for Trinity
students to work in the 7 week. Summer
Recreation Program to be sponsored jointly
by Trinity College and the City of Hartford.
The \971 programs will iocus on activities
not currently offered in other city-run
programs. The emphasis will be on,activities such as art, dance, drama, music,
movie-making, photography, outdoor
education and sculpture.
Swimming, both instructional, will be the
chief athJetic facility utilizing the Trinity
Pool. Positions as counselors in the program
for students with skills in art, dance, drama,
music, movie-making, photography, outdoor education aria sculpture are open. For

Food Co-op

Tuesday, March 5, 12:00 noon-2-30 Dm
United States; 2:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Australia
Wednesday, March 6, 9:30 a.m.-1V3o am
Australia; 11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m. United States:
1:30 p.m. Draw; 2:30 p.m. Clinic.
Thursday, March 7, 10:00 a.m.-i2:00 noon
United States; 12:00 noon to 2:00 pm'
Australia; 2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. United States'
3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Australia.
'
Friday, March 8, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Australia; 12:00 noon-2;00 p.m. United States'
2:00.p.m.-4:00 p.m. Australia; 4:00 p.m.-fcoo
p.m. United States.
Saturday, March 9, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 noon,
United States; 12:00 noon-2:00 p.m. Australia;
2:30 p.m. Match time.
Sunday, March 10, 9:30-11:00 a.m. Australia;
11:00-1:00 p.m. United States; 1:30 p.m. Match
time.
By presenting Trinity I.D. cards, the Trinity
community will be admitted to practice
sessions in the Ferris Center during the above
listed practice times.

more information about tnese positions, or
to apply for one please contact the Director
of Community Affairs, Ivan A. Backer,
McCook, 326.
The program will run for 7 weeks
beginning on Monday, June 24 and ending on
Friday, August 9. The program activities
will take place in the afternoons only from
1:00 to 5:00 p.m. which will permit students
to engage in other activities. The approximate pay will be $80.00 per week or
$560.00 for the summer for this part-time,
work.
Students interested in applying should do
so before the beginning of spring vacation on
March 15th.

from pg. 9
communities were 30,000 jobs and $250
million poorer as a result of desegregation
in the public schools. This study also
revealed the dismissal of veteran Black
teachers and the failure to hire Black
college graduates.
Even in New York state we find an
alarming picture. The Fleischman Report
notes that there were 33,969 Black students in the 9th grade in 1967, but in
grade 12 in 1970, there were only
19,000; that is, almost half of the Black
students were out of school and did not
graduate from high school.
In March of this year the National
Education Association reported that
22,750 Black students in Mississippi alone

have been pushed out of school. The
Mississippi Teachers Association indicates
that the number of pushouts may be as
high as 50,000 Black students.
But there is an even additional question to be addressed in the debate about
the future of Black colleges and universities. And that is the question of preserving the Black presence in American higher
education and of celebrating and perpetuating the Black experience in the
American culture.
We who advocate the necessity for th>
preservation of our institutions have a!1
various times been called "separatists,1
"racists in reverse," "black nationalists,
(.continued on p. 4)

"BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR"
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS - FILM CRITICS CIRCLE NEW YORK

NIGHT OR DAY, TRUFFAUT'S THE ONE. Th» best work
of Francois Truffaut An exhilarating new comedy. It is
hilarious, wise and moving The performances are superb

-Vincent Canr.y, N. Y. Times

UFFAUT'S
ONE OF
THE BEST
- Time Magazine

^SHOWCASE CINEMA! 1-234
I-84EXIT58-SILVER LANE-ROBERTS ST.
• '
\
• EAST HARTFORD • 24HR.TEL.INFO. 568-8810 •
/ '
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING' We Honor MASTER CHARGE • /
Won thru Thurs, Fri, Eves 7:20, 9:25
Wed, Sat, Sun, Cont. 12:00,2:25,4:50,7:30,10:05

(•"WOOdycAller^NOTE: SPECIAL LATEfy%|j| S i f l k C l N O . N O T E ; SPECIAL1
l!PG
'«'O1 l °
^SHOWS FRI & SAT EVES 11:40 e e p U D B r " ! 1 ! * LATE SHOW FRI
\ Sleeper
j
i . ^ o & n r ^ i * * * a SAT EVES 12:30 •
Wftd,Sat,Sun, Cont.1:15,3:15,5:15,7:20,9:25
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® I Ht

(

Mon r .Tues, Thurs, F r i , Eves 7;30, 10:05

XNOTE: SPECIAL f Am£M/2ffl
H A T E SHOWS i ^ w ^ ^ a S .

r*"V/^n/^ICTT M 0 N ' THRU THURS. /^JHAMUI^
ed S t S
W oMVn^!Y5,l30,4<50,7: 1 l9-40.1 5 .^ ' \ ' ^^^
l-ri..Sat., Sun. 1:15,3:40, 6:00, 8:25,10:55,1:10

SILAS D£ANC HIGHWAY , WETHERSFIELD
[RT 99 AT 1 7 5 ) FREE PARKING
I

Mon

'

TufiS

N O T E ; sp

ECIAL LATE

SHOWS FRI & SAT

EVESll:?0

' Thurs, Fri, eves 7:00, 9:10

THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
FOR EVERYONE!
'DISNEY'S GREAT PIONEERING. VENTURE IS
THE SEASON'S HIT REVIVAL!" Newsweek
"AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM ...
THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT!" The NYU T,ci«r
"FAR AHEAD OF ITS TIME... BEST AUDIOVISUAL
EXPERIENCE IN TOWN!" William woit.cue

ear after year, semester
after semester,
the
a
CollegeMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:
KARLIS RUMENTS JR. or MICHAEL JORDAN
225-8757
1543 Stanley Street
New Britain, CT 06050

Cbfegiviaster*

iants Bow to Tufts
Lose Tourney Chance
By Doug Sanderson
The Trinity Bantams blew a chance at an
invitation to the ECAC post-season tournament by playing their worst game of the
year last Tuesday night against Tufts, losing
83-66. They then closed the books on their
season with a 113-100 triple overtime win
over Coast Guard Friday night, to end up
with a 117-7 record, their best in years and
certainly an improvement over their 3-15
slate of two years ago.
Despite the fine play of Wayne Sokolosky,
Tufts pulled steadily away in the early
goings. Ten first-half turnovers by Trinity,
including three traveling calls apiece on Jim
Sumler and Glenn Woods, helped the
Jumbos forge a 45-31 halftime advantage.
The second half opened with two hoops by
Woods, and Trinity had hope. But 6-7 forward Dennis Mink and 6-3 forward George
Powell keyed a 25-6 burst that left Trinity
down 70-40 and their coach, Robie Shults,
looking for some combination that might
work. Shults tried virtually every possible
group of players but nothing worked.
Trinity finished with an astronomical 27
turnovers and, thanks to a 25% mark in the
second half, a 37% game shooting mark.
Only Sokolosky, with a game-high 22 points
on a 10-for-16 shooting, and 6-5 Mike
Mistretta, with a team-high 10 rebounds in
15 minutes, played well. Tufts was led by
Leroy Charles' 21 points and reserve John
Fedell's 13 rebounds, and they now head for
the ECAC tournament.

Photo by Dave Levin

Glen Woods surveys the scene as he moves downcourt in action against tough
Tufts. The senior forward saw more floor time as the season progressed as his
good outside shooting and overall hustling brand of play helped the hoopsters to
their excellent record. He netted 30 points in his last two Trinity games.

Against Coast Guard the Bants came back
from five-point deficits in the first two
overtimes before blowing the Cadets out 17-4
in the final overtime. Coast Guard had six
players foul out of the contest as Trinity
registered an 83% mark from the free throw
line, sinking 35 of 42 tries.. All three figures,
are season highs.

The Bants broke out to a 43-32 halftime
lead, but fell behind midway through the
second half as Joel Hendrix, the only starter
not to foul out, and Dan Deputy led the
Cadets. But Othar Burks, who finished with
a game-high 29 points, picked Trinity up and
brought them back.
With Trinity leading 74-73 with :27 left,
Deputy sank a technical foul shot to knot the
game and send it into overtime. The scores
after one and two overtimes were 85-all and
96-all, but the visitors finally nailed down
the win in the final period. Besides Burks,
Bill Fenkel scored 20 points and had 12
rebounds, and Jim Sumler added 11 bounds.
Completing their last years of eligibility
for. basketball were center Bill Fenkel and
forwards Ron Waters, Nat Williams and
Glenn Woods. All will be missed next year.
TUFTS
TUFTS <83): Tapscott 2 1 5, Charles
10 1 21, Graham 3 0 6, Powell 6 3 15, Mink
5 3 13, Fedell 7 1 15, Saul 1 2 4, Ratchford
2 0 4, Crowley 0 0 0, Moore 0 0 0. 3G U 83.
TRINITY (G6): Burks 5 0 10, Woods
6 2 14, Sokolosky 10 2 22, N. Williams 1 1 3,
Sumler 0 0 0, Pickard 10 2, Fenkel 2 0 4,
R. Williams 2 0 4, Mistretta 1 1 3 , M.
Williams 0 0 0, Haydasz 0 2 2, Harris 0 0 0,
Bowie 0 0 0, Waters 1 0 2. 29 8 66.
Halftime: 45-31, Tufts.
COAST GUARD
TRINITY (113): R. Williams 5 6 16,
Fenkel 6 8 20, Burks 10 9 29, Pickard 1 2 i,
Sokolosky 6 3 15, Woods 7 2 16, N. Williams
2 15, Waters 0 0 0, Sumier 2 4 8, totals
39 35 113.
COAST GUARD (100): Deputy 12 1 25,
Brock 5 5 15, McGill 5 2 12, Willhite 5 2 12.
Hendrix 11 5 27, Karr 0 11, Angel 0 0 0,
Weselcouch 2 0 4, Portelance 12 4.
Poplesky 0 0 0, Haight 0 0 0, totals
41 18 100.
Halftime, 43-32 Trinity.

Australia (Laver, Newcombe, Roche, Rosewall) vs.
U.S. (Ashe, Gorman, Riessen, Smith) - March 7-10
Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records
present

/pring Get Ruuay
OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW!
YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize
Five, sunfilled days - four fantastic nights at the posh "Pier 66 Motel" on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA!
First-Class round trip transportation from winner's location to FT. LAUDERDALE!
Honda rental bike during the duration of your stay!
Dinner for two at the fabulous "Pink Pussy Cat"!
Dinner for two at the "Windjammer"
Dinner for two at "Pier 66" - the world's most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC! >
$100.00 credit account in your name at "She" — the swingingest singles spot in Florida! Top "name entertainment seven days a week!
$50.00 credit account in your name at "The Button" - Lauderdale's leading after-hours club!
$100.00 cash — to spend as you please!

10 Each Second Prizes
Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.
Round trip transportation (from winner's location).
Dinner for two at 'The Windjammer."
$26.00 credit account in your name at "She."
$25.00 cash — to spend as you please.

1,000 Third Prizes
1.

Any one stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
1 Contest open only to bonalide students of an accredited college or university.
2. Winners will be selected by the W A. Wilholt Corporation, an independent |udging
organisation Winners will be selected at random and the decision of the judges will be
final. A list of all winners will be available..upon written request to New Era Records
3. To register, print information in spaces provided on coupon—K
4 Enclose S1 OO for processing find handling Rerun by check or pustal money order only
PAYABLE TO: "NEW ERARECORDS-CEI."
5 Mail your registration to
NEW ERA RECORDS
SUITE 524
CARNEGIE BUILDING
ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30303
6 EntriKS must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN Mnrch 8lh, 1974

CURTIS ENTERPRISES - NEW ERA RECORDS
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Bell, Tilnev ranked nationally

Racketwomen Win 3; Finish at 9-1
•

By Fran Congdon

The women's squash team ended its 1974
season on a high note. During the last week
the girls defeated Dartmouth, Wesleyan,
and Yale to bring their record to a very
respectable 9-1 for the whole season. Trinity
also fared fairly well at the Nationals held in
Princeton last weekend. Seven Trinity girls
completed in the tournament. Sophie Bell
and Vicky Tilney ended up being ranked 4th
and 5th respectively while Carol Von Stade
made it to the semifinals in the consolations.
On February 25th the girls played two
matches in Middletown where they trouced
Dartmouth 6-1, and Wesleyan 7-0. In the first
match against Dartmouth Sophie Bell, in
first position, lost to Barb Sands, who was
seeded second at the • Nationals, in four
games. She lost the first two games, made a
strong effort and won the third in a tiebreaker, but lost the fourth.
The rest of the team, which included
Vickey Tilney (#2), Erica Dumpel (#3),
Dusty McAdoo (#4), Carol VonStade (#5),
Mimi Coolidge (#6), and a finally healthy
Tracey Wilson (//7) easily took their matches in three straight games..
Wesleyan was an easy shutout. The same
crew took every match in three straight

beat out the number four seed Ruth Gerttv
games. When the afternoon's activities were the rankings.
Sophie Bell was seeded third. However, Sophie Bell and Vicky Tilney ranked fourth
over, Trinity had increased its record to 8-1
after winning her first match, she defaulted and fifth respectively.
without much trouble.
In New Haven on the following Thursday due to illness. In the final ranking she placed
Overall, the Trinity team had a fantastic
however, the competition was more difficult fourth.
season. They won every match except one to
and Trinity only edged by Yale, 4-3. The Vicky Tilney went a s far a s the quarter Princeton, by a close 4-3 margin, for a 9-i
match began with Vicky Tilney. playing first finals where she was beaten by the number record. The team is losing Erica Dumpel
position for Trinity. She beat her opponent one seed Wendy Zaharko. She is ranked and Dusty McAdoo through graduation but a
fifth.
after four close and long games.
lot. of potential and depth is still left. The
Out of the remaining Trinity players, coach, J a n e Millspaugh, was pleased with
Dusty McAdoo (#3) and Carol Von Stade
(116) both won their matches in three Dusty McAdoo was knocked out by. the the team's record and that Sophie and Vicky
straight games, some of which were fairly number two seed Barb Sands in h e r third had placed fairly high in the Nationals
close. Erica Dumpel (#2), Carol Monaghan round, Erica Dumpel was knocked out by Trinity c a n be proud of its women squash
(#4) and Carol Powell UI5), however, all lost the number four seed Ruth Gerrity, and players.
Tracey Wilson was knocked out by Barb
their matches in three straight games.
Individual Season Records (including the
Fortunately, Mimi Coolidge M7) won a Sands in h e r second round after three Howe Cup)
tought match in five games. She won the games.
Sophie Bell
7.5
Carol Von Stade and Carol Monaghan both Vicky Tilney
first game in a tiebreaker, 18/14. But she
, 13.1
lost the next two, 15/8, 16/4. Despite the lost in the first round but the former m a d e it Erica Dumpel
13.1
pressure, she took the next two games each to the semifinals in the consolations.
Dusty McAdoo
.
12-2
In the tournament itself, there were a Carol Monaghan
by a score of 15/12.
11.3
After the team's season was over, Trinity couple of upsets. Wendy Zaharko from Carol Powell
9-2
sent seven girls to Princeton for individual Princeton w a s seeded number one and took Carol Von Stade
11.3
competition in the Women's Nationals which first place. Barb Sands from Dartmouth w a s Beth Dean
3.3
took place March 1-3. There were 60 par- seeded second and took second. Trinity's Mimi Coolidge
4-2
ticipants in a draw of 64 which included girls Sophie Bell w a s seeded third but after Ellen Kelly
.
3-0
from 14 different schools. At the end of the dropping out, her place was taken by a dark Tracey Wilson
2-0
tournament, two Trinity players had made horse, Win Welsh from Westchester, who Diana Lee
0-1

Icemen Rout Assumption
Behind Ghriskey Shutout
By Murray Peterson
Worcester, February 27- Trinity's icemen
improved their record to 12-7 in anticipation
of last night's final against Wesleyan, as
they soundly trounced Assumption, 7-0,
behind perfect netminding by Tim
Ghriskey.
Jeff Ford (who asked for preferential ink
this week) scored the winning and first
insurance goal on a total shooting distance
of five feet. His first one came at exactly the
18 minute mark of the first period as he
converted passes from Jono Frank and
Sandy Weedon Into his special, change of
pace four foot backhand trick shot during a
power play.
His second came in the sixth minute of the
middle stanza as he jammed home a loose
puck in the crease. Al Plough scored the
second of four in the period as he broke in off
the left wing and found the lower right
corner from 15 feet out at 11:02. Chris Wyle
scored four minutes later after just missing
t-nuiu uy udvc Levin
a prior opportunity, as he flipped one over
High scoring center Jono Frank lets a drive go during last Wednesday's
the outstretched pad of Greyhound goalie
laughter at Worcester. The high scoring Captain of this year's sextet chalked
Chuck Ray. Moose Stroud, in his newlyup two more assists to increase his career point total to 99 points, a new Trinity created 10 second pinch-hitting role,
duplicated Wyle's feat 31 seconds later for
Hockey record. Number 100 hopefully came last night vs. Wesleyan,
the third straight score by the third line.
At 1:48 of the final session, Mark Cleary
executed a quick finish into the upper right
corner off passes from George Finkenstaedt
and Pete Taussig. The Bantam's final tally
Trinity's women finished their last four
Saturday at Yale, however, it was a dif- was the prettiest of the evening, coming
basketball games of the season with a split, ferent story as the women fell to a,team they during a shorthanded situation. Ford and
winning over Miss Porter's and Windsor, would easily have beaten earlier in the Weedon broke away on a 2 on 1 advantage.
and losing to Wesleyan and Yale, to end with season. In the first quarter, Trinity went The Cranbrook Crank pulled both the
a record of 5 - 4.
ahead on three successive baskets by Sue defenseman and goalie to his side and
Thorn, but from then on their game fell flat
The victory over Miss Porter's came after somewhere, and they never came within
Trin's 3-game streak had been ended by closer than 7 points of Yale. In fact, there
teams from Conn College and Eastern. seemed to be a lid on the basket at the
Playing in Ferris on Feb. 13, Trinity Trinity end of the court as even the easiest of
managed to outhi\->le the well-drilled shots went anywhere but in, and by the last
Porter's team, and <-- Ji forwards Sue Thorn half, the number of turnovers and fouls on
and Meg McGrail pulling in the rebounds both sides had the game looking more like a
(plus McGrail scoring her season high of 14 head-on scrimmage from the fifty yard line
points), kept things even down to the end. than a well-executed basketball game. The
Tied 39-39 with only 20 seconds to go, Miss: final score was 31-23. - . . .'•
Porter's had the ball at the side when their
It was a disappointing end to a not-socoaches called a time-out without informing
the referee. A subsequent steal and lay-up disappointing season- for a first-year team.
by guard Paula Klein put Trin ahead by two, The women and their coach, Jane Fox, feel
and when the Porter's side contested, Dawn that their 5-4 record is a good showing, and
Eberhard sunk one of two free throws on a with tall forwards Dawn Eberhard and Meg
McGrail, guards Cilia Williams and Mary
technical call to seal the game at 41-39.
Keller, and hot shooter Sue Thorne returTraveling to Middletown on the Monday ning next year, their second-season record
after open period, Trinity found itself up should be even better.
against a tall, strong Wesleyan team and
had trouble defending against a couple of
hot, outside shooters. Despite a fourth
quarter surge, the final score was Wesleyan
47, Trinity 32.

Women Hoopers Split 4

The following Wednesday, the women's
team was paid a visit by Windsor. Working
at a much slower, controlled game than they
had been playing all season, Trinity went
ahead to stay early in the first quarter, with
freshman guard Paula Klein netting her
season's high of 18 points. The final score 3327 was one of the lowest Trin had turned in all
season, but it was enough to put them back
on the winning track.

Aetna Tennis
Schedule
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slipped a pinpoint pass to the Weasel, who
flicked it into the vacant net to complete the
scoring parade.
Ghriskey finished his fine effort with 22
saves, many of them of the clutch variety,
and was aided by three stops by the right
goalpost in recording the Bants' first
shutout of the campaign.
The skaters' last tilt against Wesleyan last
night will be rehashed next week, as once
more your faster, more powerful, etc. }
Superman will change himself into the j
unemotional four-eyed Clark K.....
.1
19 GAME STATS

Weedon
Frank
Cleary
Taussig
Lenahan
Ford
Finkenstaedt
Brady
Plough
Henderson
Huoppi
Cunningham
Stroud
Wyle
Fisher
Ludlum
Shea
Koncz
Ellis
TRINITY
Opponents

GP G A P pepPM
19 14 21 35 16 40
19 17 13 30 6 15
19 17 12 29 17 58
19 8 12 20 7 22
16 5 15 20 10 23
12 8 10 18 3 6
12
19 6 12 18
8 12
19
10 2 4
19
8 16
18
22
44
18
12 24
19 0
0 0
18 3
8 24
17 2
1 2
19 0
2
17 1
16
13 1
4
11 1
2
5 0
97 144 241129
19
74 100 174 135
19
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Jim Sumler, junior forward for the Basketbants, shows some strain as he
drives for the basket during Trinity's disappointing loss to Tufts. Sec siw
page 11.

